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EIGHT TOWN MEETINGS MONDAY

By the Roving Reporter

High School Students Who Will Join In

Problems, Of Education, Roads, Build

Ground Observer Corps Work

ings and Elections All To Be Considered

At a meeting Thursday morning
at Rockland High School with all
members of teacher Herbert Hillgrove's classes attending. 53 stu
dents volunteered for Ground Ob
server Corps work
Speakers at this morning assem
bly were Leroy M McCluskey, Knox
County Director, who spoke on
Civil Defense and Its importance
to this county and Ralph T. Clark,
Jr.. Co-ordlnator of Ground Ob
server Corps, who spoke of the di
rer* connection with the United
Bta’es Air Force and radar system
which protects the eastern sea
board
Mirs Paiiine Hutchinson, As
sistant Co-ordinator and Mra Vir
ginia Chatto were also present rep
resenting the Pest in Rockland.
This is the largest group to offer
its services to date and also the
flrst High School students to vol
unteer in Knox County.
It is planned that in the week of
March 17, Lt. Robert C. Farris and
Opl. Beals of the Bangor Filter
Center, will give the first phase of
training to all students now regis
tered. Some of the students also
volunteered to take instruction ln
Control Center work and First Aid
There is to be a meeting of

Little Benefit

Will Be Derived By Maine
From Proposed Fisheries
Bill
A bill to encourage thc distribu
tion and consumption of fishery
products was introduced Thursday
by Senator Saltonstall.
The measure would provide that
13.000,000 available to the secretary
of Agriculture should be transferred
to the secretary' of Interior to ac
complish the bill's purpose
The
money would be used for govern
ment purchase of surplus fishery
products—such as flah, shell fish,
mollusks and Crustacea—for dis
tribution through federal. State
and private relief agencies.
In Augusta, State Sea and Shore
naileries Commissioner Robert L.
Dow. said passage of the measure
would have "no appreciable effect” j
on Maine Dow said Maine's lob
ster market run* into a few sea- |
sonal gluts, but has no year-round
problems
He said there are not enough ,
clams to meet the demand and
scallops are finding a ready mar- j
ket.
Although large quantities of fro- i
zen fillets are normally held in !
freezers, they generally present no
marketing problem, Dow said.

Human relations are neveT right
unless saturated with honest prin
ciples.

BOTTLED GAS
COOKS . HEATS . MAKES ICE

On Day When Taxpayer Has His Say
Ground Observer Corp personnel of
Rockland on March 10. at 730 p.m.
at the Farnsworth Museum. This 1
Includes the men’s and women's
division, also the High School divl- I
sion FiLms will be shown on Civil !
Defense and First Aid.
Following ls a list of students
now registered. Others wishing to
register may do so by attending
meeting, Monday. March 10.
Sylvia Treneer, Judy Burns, Helen
Chase, Barbara Kaler, Nadine
Burpee, Pat Achorn. Shirley Steele.
Priscilla 9kinner, Christine Gallant,
Faith Melvin, Loretta St. Clair,
Shirley Nelson, Sylvia Davis, Dianne
Merrill, June OardL Peggy Moloy,
Joe Pellicani, Karl Spyrou,
Judy Staples. Marilyn Keefe, Al
fred* Perry, Janice Beal. Nancy
Huntley, Marie Robishaw
Waldoboro High School girls who participated in Career Day at Knox Hospital Friday. They are
JewelL Grace LaGrassa,
gathered about the bed of Joseph Fournier, 8, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fournier of Owl's Head. Left to
Adams, Joan Williamson,
right are: Margaret Moody, Myrtle Grierson, Ona Hilton. Mrs. Josephine lltshuler, R. N„ who escorted
Hutchinson, Joyce Fuller, Adonna the visitors on their tour of the hospital; Marlene Monaiian, Nancy Mood' Murtel Wellman. Marlene Tib
Burch, Beverly Manning, Marilyn betts and Betty McNally.
Seavey, Dale Knight. Dick Hanley,
Knox Hospital's Career Day for tion of the several departments. Sayward, Vern Valenta.
Betty Hyland, Jackie Rogers, Nurses who observed Friday after Their guides were Mrs. Camilla
Barbara Boynton. Oene Davis,
Helen Pinkerton, Shirlene Lord, noon with girls from Rockport, Donlan, R. N., assistant adminis June Gardi. Patricia Orlffith, Bar
Prudy Iott, Barbara Knowlton. Warren. Rockland, Thomaston and trator of the hospital, Mrs. Eleanor bara Kaler, Grace LaGrassa, Dor
Norma Dean. Joan Stanley. Judy Waldoboro high schools visiting the Sayward, R. N„ and Mrs. Josephine othy Molloy. Shirley Nelson, Marie
Campbell. Patricia Bi-:bee, Dorothy ' institution.
Altshuler, R. N.
Robishaw, Maxine Rogers, Priscilla
Molloy, Charlotte Dean, Peggy
The girLs all interested in nursing
At 2 30 p. m. the Seniors were ta Skinner.
Grispi, Maynard Bray. Dick Phil as a career, were conducted about ken to the auditorium in the Bok
Judith CampbelL Lee Dudley,
lips, Christine Naum.
the hospital and shown the opera- Nurses Home where a panel of ex Betty Graves.
Margaret Grispi,
perts discussed the training, qual Marilyn Keefe, Shirley Lord, Diane
Marianne
Pellicani,
ifications, and explained in detail McAuliffe,
the particular phase of hospital in Jacqudline Rogers, Marilyn Sea
GUEST EDITORIAL
which each one had specialized. vey, Shirley Steele.
By John A. Baxter
Miss Floris Lent registered record
Tastor of the People’s Methodist Church of I nion
librarian; Miss Barbara Connor,
Opposes Hocking
This Is the Lenten Season of the Christian Church—the
dietary consultant; Mrs. Margaret
season ln which wc remember the life and sacrifice of Jesus
Gutoske, R. N„ "Nursing"; Miss
Christ on our behalf It is the time of the Christian year when
we remember that our salvation and redemption were earned
Theresa MacNiven, R. N. X-ray
by Hls obedience to Ood, the Father ln all His life among us
technician, consultant for Bingham
We accept this gift willingly and look forward to thc Life
Associates Fund; and Miss Grace
Eternal with faith and courage because of Christs coming to
save all men—regardless of race, color, or station in life Be
Thompson, recent
graduate of
cause of our acceptance of this gift, we expect that a Christian
Rockland High, at present a stu
minister will officiate at our funeral services asking that the
dent nurse in training at Maine
salvation and redemption promised by Jesus will be ours. Yet,
Geeral Hospital. Portland in her
I would have us remember that Jesus spoke very definite words
concerning His relationship to us—"Whosoever therefore shall
third year of trainig.
confess me before men, him will I confess also before my Father
Miss Lent, discussed the Medical
who is in Heaven. But whosoever shall deny me before men,
Records for the patients; Miss
him will I also deny before my Father who is in Heaven."
(Matthew 10: 32, 33).
Connor
brought
Miss
Grace
This means that we must make a confession of faith in
Thompson, who had taken part in
Christ through membership in any one of the Christian churches
a Career Day as a High School
which minister in His name. It means that we must repent
Senior three years ago, (and who
those sins of omission and commission which have been ours,
and move forward in a new understanding of the meaning of
came to the Hospital as a “Volunlife and a new attitude toward God and our fellowman. There
| teer" and worked for a five months
ls none among us perfect, yet many feel they are not worthy
1 period); reviewed for the Seniors
to be members of the Church of Christ, of the fellowship with
steps to plan relative to entering
God through Christ.
The Church is a fellowship of those who are sinners and who
Nurses Trainging SchooL at some
seek to find remission of their sins through worship and fellow
later date. Miss Thompson was in
ship; through active participation in building a better commun
full uniform, representing the “Stu
ity and a better world through the practical application of the
Ralph T Clark, Jr.
faith of Jesus Christ tn their own lives It is through this cor
dent Nurse of To-day.”
Ralph T Clark. Jr , of 52 Lawn
porate effort that we come to have new courage, new insight,
Mrs. Donlan. R. N . assistant ad
and new purposes in our lives. The achievement of salvation
avenue, Rockland announced his
ministrator,
discussed
the
"Volun

is through faith—a vital faith produces works.
candidacy for county commissioner
teer Program," and registered those
England was saved the terrors of a revolution like that of
Friday, He will oppose Darold Hock
France because a man dared to preach a gospel of works spring
interested in learning more about
ing of St. George for a two year
ing from true faith. That man changed the entire history of
the
actual
hospital
experiences
in
England and made a new life for thousands of children from
term;
a routine days schedule.
five years old upward who worked in mines and factories as
Clark is a painting contractor
virtual slaves. He did so because he followed in the footsteps
Mrs. Dorothy T. Folta, R. N„ Ad
and is prominent in American Le
of His Lord and Master. Jesus Christ Thc man was John
ministrator, introduced the panel
Wesley He was beaten, turned out in the cold, and revi'ed In
gion work He is musical director of
speakers, and brought out the three
every way possible but hls teachings were triumphant because
the Winslow - Holbrook - Merritt
courses
offered
for
girls
interested
they were the teachings of thc Son of God to whom he had
Drum and Bugle Corps and a past
pledged his life and efforts
in becoming laboratory technicians.
officer of the post
Our nation today needs men and women, young people, and
At 330 p. m. tea was served in
children who wfU go out as did Jesus, the Apostles, and John
His activities Include a director
the reception room for all the high
Wesley to bring comfort and peace of heart and mind to the
ship of the Maine Seafoods Festi
school Seniois. Mrs. Joshua South
thousands of our land who have no hope and no courage to
val from the Legion and chairman
face the future. Thc Christian faith grows stronger as it is
ard, president of the Hospital Aux
ship of the parade committee this
shared. The works of the Christian faith can and will bring a
iliary, with Mrs. Benjamin Dowling
world of peace and understanding provided we live as Christ
year. He is active in Civilian De
a member of the Auxiliary' poured
lived—for the sake of God s children and in God's service.
fense work and is presently the co
Mrs. Oram Lawry, Jr„ Mrs. Wes
ordinator of the ground observer
ley Wasgatt and Mrs. Edward
Morse, members of the newly or corps for the county. The air raid
ganized Women's Medical Auxiliary warning system of the area also
; assisted with serving the refresh comes under his direction.
NEW LOCATION
ments. Mrs. Southard made the
Read The Courier-Gazette
’ macaroon puffs, and Mrs. Sara
The Children's Specialty Shop
Thompson the brownies.
Ida Lawry age 5, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Oram Lawry, Jr., “one of
has moved to 403 Main Street
i our future nurses for 1968" styled
1 the uniform of a typical Red Cross
(The “White Front’’ store between
80C0NYNudse.

Mobil-Oome

Daniels and Wotton's)

the Finest in

Gas Appliances

Rockland High School Students

Betty Adams, Adonna Burch, Syl
via Davis, Norma Dean, Barbara
Knowlton, Ann Ludwig, B everly
jajferajaraaaiaraafararafzreraiziarajarajzrararafziarararajiuzrarejzrari Manning, Christine Naum, Beatrice
Reed, Marian Rogers.
Patricia Bisbee. Alice Crie, Char
TO NORTH HAVEN RESIDENTS
lotte Dean, Nancy Hamlin, Lucie
Lewis, Catherine MacPhail, Faith
We wish to take this opportunity to thank you, the voters
Melvin, Rita Provencher, Estelle

VACUUM

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
TEL. 1135
S-S-tf

ROCKLAND CHAPTER DEMOLAY

SCRVEL REFRIGERATORS
RUUD WATER HEATERS

office,”—and to visit there whenever you wish.

and Summer residents, to consider the Selectmen's Office “your
If at any time

"JOURNEY'S END"

Presents

An English War Play in 3 Acts
Thursday-Friday, March 13-14

Yours for a successful year,

445 MAIN ST.

|
BOCKLAND, MB.

I

1

I
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COMMUNITY

VERNON L. BEVERAGE,
ARTHUR E. EMERSON.
ALTON S. CALDERWOOD,
Selectmen of North Haven.

Albert E. MacPhail
March 7, 1952.

BUILDING

CURTAIN 8.15
Tickets 75c and $1.00, tax incl.
Ill

Room For Agricultural C ourse
Provided In Memorial

Wiggin said that when the
Thompson Memorial was designed
a year or mere ago, space for agri
cultural course rooms was provided.
Designers and school authorities
then vere aware of the need for
agricultural training for high school
boys, and homemaking training for
the girls of the area. Although
having no assurance that the pro
ject might oorae to pass ln the im
mediate future, they made the
provisions for such a program.
Union To Elect Thompson
Memorial Trustees

At Union, one of the articles of the
warrant provides for the election
of a board of trustees for the
nearly completed Thompson Memo
rial building. The town meeting
will mark the first official use of
the building as a community cen
ter.
Several other articles in the war
rant relate to the Thompson Me
morial. One asks for $500 for a
driveway.
Another seeks $1000
with which to provide a new water
supply for the Thompson building
and the school. Insurance on the
new building will need $1000. ac-

USED CARS
1951 Plymouth Club
1948 Plymouth Club
1948 Plymouth Conv.

1946 Ply. 4-Door Sedan

1950 Dodge Club, R & H

1947 Dodge 2-Door Sed.

the annual town meeting held March 3rd.
We wish the entire population of North Haven, both native

See Us Today

Meeting Two Years Ago

Some two years ago, State edu
cational and town officials of north
county communities held an open
meeting on school problems at
Union. Discussed at that time were
the advantages of consolidating the
high schools of Union, Appleton,
Washington and Warren.
While the plan has not been offi
cially acted upon, it is possible that
the article in the Appleton town
warrant stems directly from the
session and its discussions.

1949 Dodge Roadster

of North Haven, for the expression of confidence given us at

you desire information come to the office and it will be given

Appleton High Sehool Problem

Article 30 in Appleton's town war
rant reads. "To see what action the
town will Lake to combine the Ap
pleton High School with the Union
High School, or act thereon."
The proposal is to combine the
two small high schooLs with Appleton High pupils attending classes
at Union on a tuition basis. Appleton has approximately 50 pupils
while Union has between 66 and 70.
Superintendent of Schools Harold
A. Wiggin of Union said Friday
that the Union building could ac
commodate the Appleton pupils,
with the added space soon to be
available ln the Thompson Memo
rial.
He pointed out that with some 125
students under one roof, lt would be
possible to open an agricultural
course which he feels is badly need
ed in the county.

1950 Dodge 2-Door Sed.

MAOIC CHEF RANGES
BRYANT WATER HEATER

you cheerfully insofar as we are able to supply it.

Town meeting day falls again
Monday with eight communities
in the area due to answer the call.
Meetings are scheduled at Union,
St. George, Vinalhaven, Camden,
Appleton, Hope and Cushing with
an adjourned session due at Friend
ship All are day meetings with
the exception of Cushing, where the
session is scheduled for the eve
ning.

heats Sold and Reserved Monday, luesdav and lhursday
afternoon at 4 at Gregory's.
28-32

1948 Pontiac Sedan
1949 Willys Jeepster
1940 Hudson Sedan

oordlng to article 28
Article 31 asks a portion of the
Of course elbow patches have
Knowlton Fund, with which to buy long been considered pretty smart
roll-back bleachers for the Thomp on imported English sports jackets
son Memorial gym.
(practical, too, when the tweed
Town Hall For Sale?
grows thin) but now here's a Farm
In setting up town business in ington dealer ofering knee patches,
the Thompson Memorial, the town in both cloth and leather.—Arch
hall becomes an unused building. Soutar in the Lewiston Journal.
An article asks for authority to sell
For prayerful gentry maybe.
the aged structure,
•• • *
“That article of Commander
HOPE
Reeds regarding the old horse col
Hope's meeting will be held at lars was a great one, and I am
the school ln Hope Corner at 10 glad you printed it, as it made good
a. m.
reading Those old yarns is what
One article calls for the closing makes your paper great, lets have
of the South Hope School and the more of the old fun-poked Gay
transportation of pupils to the Hope Nineties So writes Anne Hanley
Corner School.
Gillchrest of Thomaston.
Several articles relate to the dis
The runaway referred to by Capt.
continuing of certain roads in the
community. Other articles ask Charles Carter in Thursday's edi
that others be discontinued and tion was witnessed by Ross Hewett
right of way granted to abuttors of the Thorndike Hotel kitchen
along the roads which would be staff. He was driving up Park
Place and thought a cyclone had
come private ways.
• • * •
struck.
VINALHAVEN
—O—
Mrs Frances Young of 38 Atlantlo
Citizens of the island community
will be asked to act on articles avenue, Vinalhaven writes:
"I do enjoy reading the paper so
which call for appropriations to
much. I don't believe your Black
taling $66,466.00.
Under article 76, voters will be Cat does the cute things that our
asked to pay one-half of the costs cats do. We have two and we live
of a wharf extension at the Burn upstairs. They come up and go
ham & Morrill plant. The article down on a ladder placed against the
was presented after the town budget piazza, come across the piazza top,
committee had completed its work, and look in the kitchen window
so there is no recommendation rela when they want to come In. We
think they are quite smart.”
tive to disposition.
Pasteurized Milk Products

Article 69 is relative to the sale
of only pasteurized milk and milk
products in the community. The
budget committee recommends a
"no" vote. The problem has long
been a point of discussion in the
community and may bring debate.
•• • *
ST. GEORGE

♦ * * *
FRIENDSHIP

The meeting which was ad
journed to March 10, last Monday,
will see the citizens consider the
articles of the warrant beyond the
election of town officers which has
been cared for
One article calls for the estab
lishment of a town office in the
space below the present library and
asks for the sum of $800.
The excise tax income of $2.846 90
is up for debate. The question,
what to do with it. Doubless there
will be ways and means proposed.
The sum of $200 is asked for the
school hot lunch program and va
rious sums for road repair and
maintenance, including $1000 for
w’ork on the Finntown Road, so
called.
•• • •
CAMDEN

TRUCKS
1947 Ford C &
Ton Dual

C

iy2

1946 Dodge Stake 1%
Ton, 2 speed axle

NELSON BROS.
PHONE 720
515 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Remember those old Stanley
Steamers that used to huff and
puff over New Engand roads in
the early days of automobiles?
the owner of one of them was try
ing out his new vehicle near Ston
ington when he caught sight of a
hone and buggy approaching, and
considerately turned off the ma: chine. The buggy contained an el
derly couple, who regarded the
Stanley Steamer with obvious sus
picion
The motorist vaulted to
the ground and gallanty offered
to lead the horse past his car "That
won’t be necessary,” the old man
told him tartly, “but if you'd be so
kind as to walk my old lady past
your confounded contraption. I’ll
take care of the animal."—Ex
change.

In St. George, citizens will be
asked to relinquish a portion of the
town in the Spruce Head area to
the town of South Thomaston. Sev
eral persons living in the area have
petitioned South Thomaston al
ready for admission to the com
munity and have received approval.
Article 32 A reads: “To see if the
inhabitants will consider for dis
cussion the petition of Spruce Head
residents concerning separation
from the Town of St. George
Thanks to Lmthel Ripley Reed of
of the area described below, to
Roxbury, Mass.. I have received a
South Thomaston: from town line
booklet descriptive of the Carlton
southeast to tide waters on Patten
House in Rockport and the charmPoint and part of Mill Cove."
I ing area which surrounded it. The
Reasons cited by the residents proprietor was the late CJ.M.
petitioning, include nearness to Merrifield who, as Mrs. Reed says
South Thomaston schools, fire serv was famous for his annual game
ice, snow plowing facilities and suppers Mr. Merrifield also dealt
town offices.
in dogs and Angora cats. "Can’t get
The village of Spruce Head lies along without The Courier-Ga
ln the two communities and for zette," writes Mrs. Reed. My moth
years has presented problems to er, Minnie Weed, was one of its
both sets of town officials and resi I correspondets for many years.
dents of the area alike. The peti
tion is designed to simplify things David E. Crockett, Jr., Claude J.
generally for both.
Butterfield and Clarence E. Mitch

1937 Buick Sedan
1949 Dodge % T. Exp.

Reading a California despatch
which told of a divorce being
granted Mary (Rogers) Brooks.—
Will Rogers daughter—reminds me
of a 20-minute interview I had with
her at Lakewood Theatre some
years ago In that interview she
expressed a great fondness for
Maine.

ell.
John L. Tew ksbury and Elmer E.
Joyce are unopposed for the offi
ces of town clerk and town trea
surer respectively.
John F. Matthews and Warren
B. Conant are running for the of
fice of tax collector. Mrs. Dorothy
P. Worthen is unopposed for a po
sition on the School Board.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
THE SONG DEPENDS ON YOU

A hush descends! The music rises
Full and pure and strong.
The hand of a brilliant master
leads—
But the payers make the song.
And in the Symphony of Life,
Where notes should sound forth
true.
The Master leads; but the sweet
ness ot
The song depends on you!

Camden's voters will elect their
HEAR
moderator at 9 a. m. Monday and
BILLY GRAHAM
then proceed with balloting for
town officers the next four hours.
HOUR OF DECISION
The reading of and acting on the
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. ■
articles of the warrant will take
STATION WLAW
place in the afternoon.
123-S-tf
Seeking office as selectmen for
a two year term are Kendric L.
Libby, Earl Dyer and Aubrey C. STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
Young. Two are to be elected out of So. Thomaston Grange Hall
the three.
EVERY SATURDAY NIOHT
There are two vacancies for the Woodcock’s Orchestra—R.M te 12.
three year

term on the Board

of

Selectmen. Seeking the offices are:

0008

PRIZE
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■dltor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]
NEXT TUESDAY S THE DAY

Harking Back To Period When Lime Rock

The New Hampshire presidential primary which has at
tracted international attention for many weeks, takes place
next Tuesday after a smashing battle in which Eisenhower
and Taft are the dominant figures. When Gen Eisenhower
made it known that he would accept the Republican nomina
tion if it came to him it appeared almost certain that he
would win the New Hampshire verdict. But lacking his in
spiring presence, and with no assurance that he is to cam
paign, the other Presidential candidates—Taft and Stassen
notably—have leaped into the fray and are leaving no stone
unturned. The editor of this newspaper is not a prophet or
the son of a prophet, but he cannot help feeling that the
odds are decidedly in Taft's favor, for it is a fixed rule that
the politician who works for a job is more likely to win
than one who is thousands of miles away, not turning a
hand. It is true that he has able spokesmen, but the per
sonal touch is not there.
The friends of Gen. Eisenhower are frankly dismayed
at his attitpde, but cannot fail to express their apreciation
of his devotion to the great task which he is so ably handling
in Europe
The Democrats also have a spirited contest in New Hamp
shire where President Truman, still not an avowed candidate,
is being pressed by the coonskin Senator from Tennessee,
Kefauver. For a while the latter's dramatic campaign
seemed to stamp him a winner but the Democratic leaders
and officeholders brought up their reserve forces, and will
probably show the coonskin candidate what's what.

R. R. Was Supplying 25 Lime Kilns
Frank

A. Winslow)

MAYOR

Lime Rock Locomotive No. 4.

Photo courtesy Mervin Harriman.

Long since out of the picture, been extended to the North End
"I have seen her haul 89 empties'
out well remembered by a majority before the first suggestion of snow. from the North End to the quar
of Rockland citizens, was the insti The total track mileage, including ries," said Mr. Gray. "That was the
Summer that there were 25 kilns
tution known as the Lime Rock
afire at that end of town.”
Railroad, built in 1888. and a con
Engine No. 4 was commissioned in
spicuous link ln the city's industrial
April, 1905. but it was 15 years later
relations in the period when it was
before the corporation bought an
not uncommon to see 25 lime kilns
other. No. 5 went into action in
afire on the Rockland waterfront.
October. 1920 and is still the baby
Prom the files of 1927 comes the
of the family No. 3 was tossed
following article which I wrote for
into the discard in 1922. No. 2
The Courier-Gazette:
and No. 4 are not in commission
Unique in the New England rail
at the present time.
road annals is the belt line system
(To be concluded)
which encircles the city of Rock
land except for a small arc on the
For Handicapped
waterfront. The Lime Rock Rail
road built for the transportation
Security Commission. Meet
of limerock from the quarries to
ing In Augusta, Discusses
the kilns will be 39 years old the
oomlng July, and while none of the
the Matter
original track crew is to be found
This week at the Maine Employ
on its staff, there are still four sur
ment Security Commission in Au
vivors of that crew and they sel
gusta, the Governor's Committee on
dom meet without pausing to comIrving J.-------Gray
pare notes on the old daya
I
----------Employment of
the Physically
One is Irving J. Gray who told sidings and spur tracks is about 11 Handicapped and afiliated organithe reporter the reminiscences here miles as the road is now consti- I™"?"5 "J6*
K tt’no.. Banta,
t Technical Advisor to the President’s
unfolded, but who was universally tuted.
1 Committee in Washington. The
known in his railroad days as
The first superintendent of the meeting was devoted to discussion
“Stubby" Gray The others are Al
job placement
bert E. Clough, who rejoices in the road was the late Rodney Fogg, of handicapped
who
was
not
only
a
man
of
much
problems
and
the
co-operation
of
nickname of “Old Hoss,” and Wil
ability in the line of work, but who employers in this work,
liam E. Reed, who answers to the
name of “Toodles” just as quickly will be remembered by older read- I In addition to the Governor's
ers as an expert when it comes to Committee, representatives were
as he does when you call him "Bill”
a duel of wits. "A fine man was present from the State Health and
and Eugene W. Follett.
Welfare Department; the RehabiliRodney
Fogg,” says Mr. Gray.
The reporter found Mr Gray in
Train No. 1 was followed in Oc- tation Division of the Educational
his busy neighborhood store on
tober of the same year by Train Department; many Division heads
Broad street, only too glad to dis
of the Employment Security Com
cuss the old Lime Rock days, and No. 2 with Newell Shuman as en
mission; representatives
of the
gineer
Albert
Shuman
as
fireman,
to supplement his chat with some
Veterans Administration, the Vet
|
Lewis
Shaw
as
conductor
and
Al.
excellent photographs pertaining
erans Affairs Bureau, the American
to the railroad and the limerock in Clough and Bill Reed as brakeman.
Harden's crew hauled rock to the Legion and Veterans of Foreign
dustry.
He remembers as though it were South Er.d Wins,
arrangement Wars, state Departments, the Assovesterdav the arrival of Lime Rock continuing until Engine No. 3 was clated Industries of Maine, and loyesterdav, .he arriva. of Lime Rock
... . , c ,
of ,092 caI Employment Office Managers.
Railroad locomotive No. 1 brought , tommiss.oned m tne spring 01 ukl.
h
b .
The flrst rolling stock, in addiBanta outlined the organizahere by Frank Monroe, master me
! tion to locomotives 1 and 2 con- tlona' set-up of the Presidents
chanic, and John Mulligan, ma
1 sisted of 50 Allison cars which were Committee and discussed possible
chinist of the Knox & Lincoln j built In Philadelphia and brought re-organization of the Maine ComRailroad.
! by water to Maine Central wharf. miUe€' He Pointed out the everHe remembers, too. how he
\ The rockers did not prove quite increasing co-operation now being
banked the fire, gave the engine
given by employers throughout the
a thorough cleaning and turned her ' satisfactory and eventually 350 cars
country and the mighty bulwark
over to Edward M. Harden, engi- ! of the Present W* were ordered
, .,„v wh
™ made
the handicapped constitute against
They
were
in
Sagamore,
neer for the initial trip on the [ 1“c) WEre nlauc Jn ewgamore. the present threat of man-power
Lime Rock Railroad. July 14. 1888. Ma£S - and answer the purpose so
Harden and himself had both been |
that theV have never teen re shortages in our defense industries.
Arthur Gernes, regional director
placed.
In this couuevuuu,
connection, n
it is
is
in the employ of the Knox & Lin- |
Emnlovment Se
coin. The other members of that ' interesting to note that the Lime o£ Lhe Bureau 01 Employment Security,
gave
high
commendation
to
flrst crew were George P. White, | Rock has in stock about 475 cars
Evervbody who traveled on the the Mame Committee for the most
conductor, and Frank Brewster and
Knox & Lincoln Railroad in those notable pr%rress made in handiEugene Follett, brakeman.
u was absorbed capped placements in the State. He
Spoford tc Mitchell were the
by the Maine Central will recall that
splend
contractors who built the Lime
id co-operation being given by
Rock Railroad and so rapidly did gallant little engine known as the Maine Industries
in providing
they operate that the line had Francis Cobb and named in honor funds for awards in a statewide es
of the father of ex-Governor Wiisay contest in the Secondary
liam T. Cobb. The engine was hired
Schools of the State and to the
by the Lime Rock Railroad to haul
more than 3.490 jobs these- indus
PHILCO
coal until No. 3 came. Mr. Gray
tries have made available to handi
_
__ acting as engineer and Frank Brewcapped workers during the past
P star as conductor.
P
HOME RADIOS
three years.
•
The original Lime Rock locomo
CAR RADIOS
H tives No. 1 and No. 2. were of the
Politeness never should become
K Porter type, but with the ar old-fashioned or out of style.
PORTABLES
I H
I
rival of No. 3 a Baldwin was added
to
the corporation's rolling stock.
There's no traffic congestion on
REFRIGERATORS
L
L
Locomotive No. 1 was then hauled the straight and narrow path.
FREEZERS
C off the North End section and No.
C
3 was substituted She proved to
O be a very powerful engine.

(

I

H
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The Radio Shop
517 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 844

3-S-tf

Vic Vet jayt

Inside-PAINTING-OutsWe
Decorating. Expert Paperhanging.
Contract or by day.
For Estimate Call

PHILCO

<

MORE TEETH HAVE BEEN

5!

ADDED TO TUE LAW THAT

PROHIBITS CHARGES AgOVg
V-AS “REASONABLE VALUE"

W. W. JUDD

FOR HOMES BOUGHT WITH

1116-W after 6 P. 51-

29*34

GI LOANS...VETERANS NOW
MAY SUE TUE SELLER FOR

THREE TIMES TUE AMOUNT

SAILORS SNUG HARBOR
OF
A

OF TUE OVERCHARGE

BOSTON

Massachusetts Charitable Corporation Chartered 1852
Provides a comfortable home for mariners now beyond the sea-going age. Ap
plicants must have served 5 years under
the United States flag.

For full information write LEON M.

LITTLE ,

LENTEN SEAFOOD FEATURE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FROM MEMORY'S REALM

(By

Tufeday-Piursday-Saturday

P, csident

P.O. BOX 2558, BOSTON 7, MASS.
Por fall information contort yonr nearest
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION <*ca
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YEARS

Charles H. Martens, the Republican mayor who has
served East Orange, N. J. for 34 consecutive years, and who
is believed to hold a national record, has concluded to quit
the job. He says he wants time out to fish and hunt, and his
regretful constituents sincerely hope that he will have good
luck at both.
McGRATH

THE

FIRST

Newbold Morris, the New York crime-buster, has sent
income questionnaires to 25.000 top-bracket government offi
cials Questionnaire No 1 goes to Attorney General Mc
Grath. whose answers will be interesting
BURDEN

ON

PENTAGON

Universal military training once more lias been rejected.
Short of a parliamentary miracle the proposal will not become
law this year Since this measure has caused an annual
battle in Congress evei since the end oi World War II, this
may be a good time to stop and reconsider the issues What
is proposed is a change in the basic policy of the United
States. Conscription, of course, is not new to this country;
the new thing is conscription whether relations with foreign
nations are tense or not.
Universal military training has very little connection
with defense in the near future; the draft aims to take care of
that. Proponents of universal military training say that the
United States, in an atomic age, tan no longer dare to
prepare for wars after they have begun. This country, they
argue, must build a large reserve which knows at least the
rudiments of discipline. The impressive array of church,
farm and labor groups which oppose universal military train
ing fear the growing power of the armed services; they do
not wish it exercised to shape the mind ot youth Public
statements of certain military men make it clear that fear
of this power is not groundless
There is a burden on the Pentagon—which seeks the
change in basic policy—to make it clear beyond doubt that
the aim is to provide a system of defense and nothing else.
And those who oppose universal military training have a
duty to open their minds, should there be any convincing
effort to meet their objections.—Boston Globe.

P£F£Nf>£RS
Of

All Readers of The
Courier-Gazette Are
Invited to Send Service

Items for This Column.

★
Jim A. Brazier, airman, USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Moody Bra
zier of Rockland, is now serving
with the staff of Rear Admiral F.
X. McInerney, commander of Am
phibious Graup Three, U. S. Paci
fic Fleet, aboard the command ship
USS Mount McKinley.
Brazier is a graduate of St. Ann
High School In Glouce.-ter, Mas; .
and attended Mount Carmel College
in Hamilton. Mass., before entering
the Navy. Before reporting to his
present assignment he served
aboard the escort carrier. Windham
Bay, the first ship to transport air
planes to the French at Saigon,
Indo-China.
The Amphibious Group Three
staff is an operational command
which conducts and supervises ma
jor amphibious landings
The
group comp,eted a nine-months'
tour of duty in the Korean combat
zone during 1951.
♦ * * *

Sgt. Richard M Genthner, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roland A. Genthner,
96 Main street, Waldoboro, is re
turning home under the Army’s ro
tation policy after serving with the
7th Division on the Korean fight
ing front.
During recent action the division
has been attacking Communist
positions in the snow-covered
mountains north of the 38th Paral
lel. The 7th has been playing a
major role in the Korean War since
landing at Inchon in September
1950.
Genthner. a tank gunner in the :
Tank Company of the 31st Infantry I
Regiment, entered the Army in Oc- '
tober 1950.
He attended Waldoboro High
School and was employed as a
bookkeeper.
....
The coldest p3rt of the Winter is
over for Francis P Hardv fireman 1
apprentice, USN, of 31 Main street,

Saturday Shorts—It goes with
out saying that I was very pleased
with the all-stars win over the
coaches the other night All the
boys were terrific I thought and I
w-as very proud of them. My thanks
to Johnny Boynton who acted as
manager, and Alice Crie who took
care of the scoring. It was a great
privilege to handle such a fine
bunch of boys—Chuck Robarts hit
the books for three As and a B in
his first semester at Bowdoin, and
Charlie Mcsalin of Camden was
among the first 40 in a class of
1050 at Annapolis—young Dave
Gardner 'Bobby's brother) showed
some smooth ball handling for the
South School the other night
Jim Halligan signed with the
Warren Tigers, making ten in the
told—George Alex says he will sign
with any Twi team that wants him
—Emery Howard. Jr . says he has
"severed relations" with Camden18 turned out for Mike DiRenzo's
Spring basketball practice sesssions
Wednesday night The present 8th
Graders will come out next week
and will be handled by Bobby Gard
ner and Billy Hoch.
I like Old Town by 10 over Lew
iston, but apparently no one else
does—the floor in Union's new gym
is laid and they may have a cou
ple of games after all. possible op
ponents being
Vinalhaven and
Thomaston—and speaking of Vin
alhaven. Chester Kennedy has done
a nice job there—Hank Daley was
the best blocking back on the floor
The A&P Super Market at The Brook is featuring seafoods for ;n the g[ar coaches game—Camden
Lent. Manager Charles Spellman and clerk Vaino Johnson, both of
niavers already getting in

the meat department, rigged a novel display tl>*» week for a shrimp

B

p

(

sale feature. An aluminum boat from Bitier's, plenty of lee and a shape in their new gym-aaseball
wealth of seafoods of all descriptions, neatly bedded ln the ice, make a that is—Ted Lepcio, who played in
striking display. Sales have been good. too.
Thomaston two Summers ago with
the Millionaires, training with the
Red Sox this Spring in Florida.
The Little League idea apparently
is dead for this year around here.
It appears that Knox County is
interested in the past then
Camden and Rockport Take Opening more
the future; in Rockland they spend
on a monument to past
Games In Grammar School Tourney money
fishermen and in Thomaston they
spend it for a flag pole honoring
old sea captains, but in neither
(By Bob Mayo)
game with the Knox County Allplace is there any for the kids No
The Knox Grammar School Bas- Stars in Waldoboro next Wedneswonder Maine is the Tobacco Road
ketball Tourney opened at Cam- day night. This caught me by Bur
of the North!
den's new gym Thursday afternoon Prise but alter some conversation
with Rockport and Camden emerg- we agreed that lf the Stars wanted
PORT CLYDE
ing as opening round winners. In
Play we w’ould be over. The six
the first game Rockport came from 50 Ia-r contacted have been enthusMrs. Celia A. Mitchell
behind to nip Thomaston 26-24 and iastic about the id4a so it looks like
Mis. Celia Alice Mitchell, for
Camden had it relatively easy ln we journey to the biggest town in merly of Wakefied, Mass., and liv
taking Waldoboro by 18-10.
Lincoln Covinty come Wednesday. ing in Port Clyde the past 10 years,
Rockport had the better of the
The Star squad will be cut to died last Sunday at Boston City
flrst half against a Thomaston eight for the trip with the follow- Hospital. Mrs. Mitchell had been
team hurt by the absence of three 'n8 s^x already picked, Billy Hoch, ill for several days with a recur
regulars. They led by 11-8 at the Justin
Cross. Bobby Gardner, ring circulatory ailment in Port
end of the flrst half. Thomaston FTankie Johnstone, Ronnie Banks Clyde. She was taken to Boston
rallied to take a six point lead with ar‘d Johny Giffin. The other two by ambiance on Fe'o. 25 by her
three minutes remaining in the
he named later. The Waldoboro daughter.
game They were paced by a big, team has campaigned with some
She is survived by her husband,
sharp shooting center, Dave Stone, success among
semi-pro teams Wesley Pence Mitchell, Pert Clyde,
who hooked in 18 points from the along the coast. They dropped an a daughter, Mrs. Beverly Anderson,
pivot in the day's best shooting ex- overtime decision to the W iscasset supervisor of the eye operating
Redmen in their latest start. Win
hibition.
rooms, at the Boston City Hospital,
Rockport refused to crack, how- Kenoyer is of the opinion that we and a grandson, Mark Anderson,
ever and crept up. With six sec- Fill be slaughtered while Mike Di who lived with his grandparents, in
onds to play Jones tallied his only Renzo thinKs we should win; Ma Port Clyde.
points of the game from under yo defintely lias no opinion, the
Services were held March 3, at
neath as he took a long pass and boys want to play so I will go along Haverhill, Ma s with burial in the
with their desires.
lazily dunked it in. Score:
family lot in Harmony Grove,
Rockport (26) Jones 1; Ames (2);
If you are young, weigh at least Georgetown, Mass
Wentworth, Leland 2 (1); B. Far
170 and enjoy physical combat you
ley; C. Farley.
may be interested in the Novice
Thomaston '24) A. Stone; Elliot;
Heavyweight Tourney which will;
D Stone 8 (2); Pease. Putnam 2;
be held in Portland on Tuesday'
Thompson.
_
Camden had things it's own way night' April 15.
e Arena A. A. o ! 'VETERANS WITH 51 DAYS OR!
that city is sponsoring the event j MORE OF ACTIVE SERVICE
in the first half of the game with
and it is open to any boy who is ' SINCE JUNE 27, IQ5O, MAY
Waldoboro and led at the half by
classed as a heavyweight and has
14-1. Dool Dailey then put in a
APPLY TO V A WITHIN 120
never fought before. The winner
team of subs for the rest of the
DAYS OF THEIR DISCHARGE
will receive $500, second is worth
game but Waldoboro still was un
FOR A NON-CONVERTIBLE,
<200
and
third
$100.
The
winner
of
able to threaten seriously. The
LOW-COST, 5-YEAR TERM
each bout receives $25.
Camden scoring was well divided
Not since the days of Jack Demp
but Jones of Waldoboro had game
sey has a white heavy worthy of
high of eight. Score:
Camden G81 Cain, Barter 2; the name come up and the old
Manassa Mauler himself is scour
Bither 1, Dinsmore 1; Heald 1;
ing the country in search of new
Leach 2; Nuccio 1 (1), Laite; Leon
heavy talent. There's a million dol
ard 2, Thomas.
Waldoboro (10) Jones 3 (2); lars at the end of the rainbow for
some young, tough kid who can
Hunt, Sukeforth; Kelly (1), Hilton
take it, and this tourney may be the
(1); Eugley.
•tart of the trail for someone. En
• • * •
Ronnie rialph of Waldoboro, pro- tries will be double checked to make
prietar of the semi- pro team, sure there are no ringers. If anyRalph’s Dodges, called your agent one in this area is interested I can For full information contact your nement
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION ofllca
Wednesday night and made known furnish more information and an
the fact that his team wished a

THE INITIAL WINNERS

Thomaston, as it is for all the crew
members of the light cruiser USS
Worcester.
The Worcester, along with other
ships of the Atlantic Fleet, recent
ly completed Minor Cold Weather
Exercises off the southern tip of
Greenland.
Acting as an enemy" raider, the
Worcester's job was the prevention
of the re-supplying of an "enemy"
base located on Greenland
Conducted for the purpose of
testing cold weather equipment
and the familiarization of crewmen
to frigid climatic conditions, the
exercises began Jan. 21.
• • • •
Pfc. Morgan S. Barbour, son of
Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Barbour,
of North Warren, has just received
his diploma for Student Control
Tower Operator at Keesler • Air husband of the former Katherine
Force Base. Mississippi, and is now M. Weaver of Thomaston; he served
taking an advanced course in three years in Army, overseas in
ground control approach at the Korea for one year, three months,
base He enlisted last Fall in the and is entitled to wear Korean Sv
Air Force, and was graduated last Medal w 5 bronze stars; he attend
June from the Warren High ed Warren High School; his par
ents are Lawrence E. Weymouth
School.
• • • •
I of Bradford, Mass., and Mrs. PaulThefollowing applied for en- I ine M. Grey of Bangor, Maine
listment at USA&USAF Rctg Sta.
Pvt. Walter F. Duncan, age 2L 43
PO Bldg, Bath, enlisting ln UB ; Sea St., Camden, son of Mr. and
Army on Feb. 21, 1952:
! Mrs. Arthur J. Duncan of same adSgt. Donald L. Weymouth, age dress; he graduated on 1948 from
20, 44 Knox street, Thomaston; I Camden High School.

STORAGE—
Available Immediately
We now have space for 25 or more automobiles or trucks.
Why let that car stand out of doors? We are fully equipped
to Wash, Grease and Polish, any day or evening. Expert
Simonizing our specialty. Let us quote you our Special Prices—
By the day or by the month.

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.
28 PARK ST.

entry blank

TEL, 700

ROCKLAND, ME.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
March 9-15—Spring Flower Show
by Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, Mechanic’s
Building.
Boston
March 10—Camden Town Meeting
March 10—Cuihmg Town Meeting at Orange Hall, 7 p. m.
March 11—The Junior Women's
Club meets at Bok Nurses' Home
at 8 p. m.
March 12—Girl Scouts' 40th Anni
versary Celebration, High School
Gymnasium, 4 o’clock
March 13-14 — "Journey's End,"
Community Building.
March 14—Educational Club meets
at Unviersalist Church.
March 14-15-16—St Patrick's Play
and Concert at St. Bernard's
Parish Hall
March 16-21—At the North Ha
ven Baptist Church, Bible Preach
ing Mission- Rev. Gerald W.
Beales, Topsham, guest preacher.
March 14—Rubinstein Club Guest
Evening Farnsworth Museum, 8
o’clock
March 16-22 — National Wildlife
Week.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day
March 17—Rockport Town Meet
ing
March 18—Rebekahs meet at IOOF
Hall for degree work.
March 20—Annual Firemen’s Ban
quet, Central Fire Station.
March 20—Emblem Club meets at
Elks' Home. Annual meeting.
March 21—Methebesec Club meets
ln the Farnsworth Museum.
March 22—Cavalcade of Scouting.
Community Building.
March 28—Tyler PT.A . Fair at
Tyler School.
March 29—At Warren. FinnishAmerican Dance auspices Warren
P. T. A.
March 31-April 3—47th Annual
Farm and Home Week, at the
University of Maine.
April 13—Easter Sunday
April 19—Patriots’ Day
April 30—Film Council meets at
Farnsworth Museum.
May 11—Mother’s Day
May 17 — Eastern Maine Music
Festival a Universy of Maine
June 13-15—Annual Encampment
of VF.W. in Rockland.
June 14—Flag Day
June 15—Father’s Day
June 22—State of Maine Day at
Braves Field, Boston.
July 4—Independence Day
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival.

The Weather
(As of Friday)
The storms which were threat
ened for Southern Maine did not
arrive, or had not up to 3 p. m.
today. And we’re just as well sat
isfied. But while we have had 11
snowstorms thus far this Winter
it’s not a circumstance to 1927
when we had 16 in the month of
February alone.

The Knox Auxiliary to the Maine
Medical Association will meet at
Hotel Rockland at 6 30 Tuesday
nignt.
Rockland Encampment I.OOF.
will serve lunch after its next reg
ular meeting, Wednesday.

Word has been received of the
sudden death of Mrs. Annie Lente
Blanchard. formerly of South
Thomaston, in East Hartford, Conn,
on March 6. She was the widow
of William Blanchard. At the tune
of her unexpected passing she was
attending a meeting of the Eastern
Star.

O-PS. cardboard signs now
available a; T'he Courier-Gazette
office—.our for 50 centa. Get them
ln the front office
7«tf

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADT ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
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The annual "Good Samaritan
Offering" was received last Sunday
at the First Baptist Church, and it
went over the $1,000 mark. This
offering is given annually to help
in some special missionary project,
,
: as the Good Samaritan in the
Bible parable helped one who could
j not help himself The offering this
! year is going to the orphanage for
mulatto boys and girls in the Bel
gian Congo.
The Owl's Head Mothers' Coun
cil will sponsor a benefit dance
March 21 in the town hall with Mrs.
Bernard Oakes, general chairman.
She will be assisted by Mrs. Belle
Robarts, Mrs. Tillie Hooper. Mrs.
Helen Harvey, Mrs Annabel Stone,
Mrs. Frances Montgomery, Mrs.
Christina Ferrara and Mrs. Polly
Lowell. The decorating committee
includes Mrs. Lucille Curtis, Mrs.
Gloria Dyer. Mrs. Polly Lowell and
Albert R. Havener. Havener's or
chestra will furnish the music.
D. of P. Chickawaukie Council,
will meet at the I.OHM. Wigwam,
K of P. Hall Monday. There will
be visiting chief at meeting, Past
Pocahontas and others. Members
are asked to be present at meeting.

Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Brackett and
Mrs. E. C. Boody will be co-chair
men of the Universalist Circle sup
per to be held next Wednesday at
6 p. m. Serving on their committee
will be: Miss Maud Staples, Mrs.
Nellie Bird, Mrs. S. F. Copeland.
Mrs. C. E. Daniels, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Dimick. Mr. and Mrs.
George Stewart,
Miss Therese
Smith, Miss Maude Hupper, Mr.
and Mrs. E. O’B Gonia. Miss Mar
garet Robinson,
Miss Adelaide
Holmes, Miss Hattie Rankin. Dr.
and Mis Bradford Burgess. Mrs.
J. S. Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Orff. Mr and Mrs. Theo Strong, Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Radcliffe, Mr. and
Jlrs. Gordon Burgess, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Levenseler, Mr. and Mrs.
William Bicknell, Mrs. A. C. Cooper,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Nelson and
Samuel Collins.

Sportsmen's Show

GRANDFATHER OF ALL REDFISH

American Legion Affair At
South China Saturday
and Sunday
Boynton-Webber American Le
gion Post at South China is sponscoring a sportsman show on the
eighth and nineth of March It
I will start at sunrise on the day
of the eighth with an ice fishing
derby which will end at sunset on
the nineth. To enter in this derby
one must purchase a ticket to the
show.
The only lake entered in this
derby will be South China Lake,
where the fishing has been ex
tremely good this past Fall and
Winter.
In the event of another severe
snowstorm, which would cause too
much snow for traveling by auto
mobile upon the ice, the derby
committee will attempt breaking a
road up China Lake.
One of the 25 prizes awarded
for this derby is a free week-end
trip for two to the Carry Pond
Camps at Carry Pond, Maine.
There is a full progTam of enter
tainment planned for your pleasure
throughout both days.
The crowded programs will in
clude exhibits in the Legion Hall.
Surplus wall space will be used to
display stuffed animals.
Charles Head, chief supervisor of
game wardens of this district, will
help the State of Maine Fish and
Game Department give an exhi
bit which will include a live deer
plus many other things of interest.
Other live animals and birds to be
shown will include displays of
racoon, pheasants, prairie dogs,
magpies, horned owls, hawks, box
turtles, oppossum,
and ravens.
These exhibits will be made poss
ible by George Tregumbo who runs
the To-Tem-Inn Zoo. There will
also be a taxidermist who will dis
play some of his works.
A display of the latest radio
equipment owned by the Forestry
Service will be handled by Arthur
Evans, who will explain the va
rious equipment and its uses.
A wood sawing contest for one
man and two man crosscut saws
will be one of the most exciting.
Also, there wil be shooting, skiing
and snowshoeing contests.
A basketball foul shooting con
test for all High Schools in the
State will be held at Erskine
Academy Saturday.

Forty-one year old redfish caught by the Billow

The biggest redfish on record was
At Woods Hole, lt was deter
brought up by the Rockland mined by experts that the fish was
trawler Billow in October. He was 41 years old. They agreed that it
dwarfed any previous specimen
taken on the Grand Banks in about
submitted to them.
160 fathoms and weighted in at 14
The fish was given to the Fish
pounds, 14 ounces after being , and Wildlife Service by General
frozen. Some weight was lost in Foods officials at Boston for study.
the period between being caught
Shown above, the big fellow is
and being weighed at the Fish and embedded in a cake of ice and is
Wildlife Service plant at Woods I on display at Woods Hole and is
Hole. Mass Ii was 33 Inches in being studied by fisheries biololength.
| gists.

SNOW NETS HALE MILLION

Ambulance Service
i-tt

Home Agent Notes

Student Tests

(Continued from Page Five)
charge of the meeting, others pre
sent were Mary Anne Holland,
Rosalin Bramhall, Jean Aho, Joyce
Thompson.
Eleanor
Farnham,
Sheila Benner. Josephine Prior and
Slyvia Thompson.
The girls made plans for their
clothing projects and will meet the
last of March to work on articles
for the style show
Sunshine Workers have sent in
the first order in the counties for
4-H Cookies.

(Continued from Page Five)
as usual These are only a few of i
the speakers scheduled. Programs
will be available the middle of ■
March for those interested.

Application Blanks Must Be
Postmarked Not Later
Than Monday

White Oak 4-H Club met with
the leader, Mrs Hazel Gammon,
Saturday with President June
Stimpson in charge.
The club voted to send their do
nations to the National 4-H Club
Fund.
This group is also dressing dolls
for a children's hospital in New
York City.
The next meeting is to be held
on March 15 at Mrs Bessie Beane's.
Rockland

Jolly Highlanders met Monday
night at the home of the leader,
Miss Elizabeth Sawyer, and spent
the evening cooking. Muffins, gin
gerbread and other foods were
made by the girls.
The next meeting is Monday,
March 16 when the girls plan to
sew.
Camden

Pine 4-H Club of Camden have
That Amount Poured Into the Ski Tow a meeting planned for Wednesday
after school on March 12.
The girls will be working that
and Resort Areas This Season
day on half slips and other cloth
ing articles.
Pine 4-H Club is the second club
Winter sports in Maine is big Bridgton's huge Pleasant Mountain
business according to figures re area will show an increase of 400 in the counties to order 4-H
Cookies.
leased by the Maine Publicity Bu percent over last season. With
Thomaston
reau.
The 1950-51 season has over a four foot base, skiing should
Tip Top Girls met at the home
poured over a half-million dollars hold up here for several weeks to
of the assistant leader, Tuesday
into the Maine areas geared up to come
Millinocket's Black Cat evening and planned the articles
the Winter trade.
Mountain area has been thronged to be made in each program.
A break-down of this business
by crowds brought to the area by
A rat campaign is being planned
shows that tow and resort areas
sno* trains of the Bangor and as their community project and a
have taken in over $88,000 from
Aroostook Railroad. A new tow film strip was shown on rat con
tow tickets and $130,000 in meals
area in the town, free to the trol by Club Agent Loana Shibles.
and lodgings this year.
Over
youngsters, has put over 200 boys
Members present at this meeting
$176,000 has been spent for ski
and girls on skis for the first time were: Edith Hunt Lane, Bernice
equipment and clothing and about
this year.
Hunt, Dianne Morrison, Carol But
$72,000 for transportation. With
With four tows operating in the ler, Roma Jean Butler and Glenda
546,600 added to this figure for mis
greater Portland area, an estimate Butler
cellaneous expenses spent by over
Rockland Lodge of Elks will nomi
by one of the operators indicates
Mrs. Kathleen Hunt, leader, was
5,
COO
skiers
in
the
State
who
pat

nate officers at Tuesday night's
an increase in business of about 400 also present and guests were: Mrs.
ronize Maine areas, the total adds
meeting. Meat loaf and baked po
percent above last season. Despite Jean Butler. Alfreda Benner and
up to the biggest year ever realized
tato supper.
poor snow cover from Jan. 13 to Roger Hunt.
_____
from the Winter sports trade.
Feb. 21, total volume of business
Simonton's Corner
Most Winter sports areas of
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent
will be far ahead of any previous
Ayrshire Dairy Boys put on the
Maine
have
been
in
constant
use
will meet Monday afternoon to
season with adequate cover for community supper at the hall
since Christmas with prospects of
work on a quilt. Take scissors and
more good skiing in March.
Thursday night.
several more good skiing week-ends
The snow belt through west
needle.
The boys did the soliciting, set
Ray Thurston, program chair coming up this month. Camden's
Maine,
swinging the tables, waited on tables as well
man for March, ushered in the $100,000 Snow Bowl development ern-central
Robert Moore, 5 Gilbert street,
first of four Rotary Club programs has had excellent snow conditions through Bethel. Andover, Rumford, as assisting with the dish washing.
Orono reported to Rockland Police
A 4-H meeting was held after
on the general theme of soil and since the last of December with the Wilton. Farmington. Kingfield and
Friday morning that someone had
Bingham
has
blanketed
these
areas
supper
and plans were made for
forest conservation Friday. Roy tow running day and night since
broken into his car during the
Umberger, district forest supervisor the big snow of Feb. 17. It is es with enough snow to practically a demonstration to be given at
night and taken at least one box of
for Knox County, presented an in timated that this area has had so assure good skiing well into April. Pomona Grange on Saturday.
cigars. The car was parked near
Thomaston
teresting story on the modern art far this year, doubled the use of Bingham reports well over four feet
the Hotel Rockland.
Cheerful Homemakers are cook
of tree farming and showed a group the total of the past two seasons. on the slopes and Sugarloaf’s sage.
Farmington's two tows have been Amos Winter says. "The trees up ing and serving a supper next
of local views proving his points.
Mary Davenport, New York con
The ; rogram was both instructive used by over 6,000 people this sea aiong the trail are getting shorter Monday night at the home of the
tralto, known to many in this sec
son, an increase of 40 percent over all the time—there is over seven Assistant Leader, Mrs. Lorraine
and entertaining.
tion will be heard in the broadcast
the '49-50 period and about five feet of snow covering the trail Seekins.
of a Sylvan Lenin Opera over the
The club members taking cook
A missionary speaker of excep times more use than last year. now. It should be good1 skiing here
Mutual network iWORi Sunday at tional interest will be heard at the
till Summer."
ing w 11 go directly from school
9 p. m.
This tremendous upsurge of Win to assist with preparation and the
First Baptist Church next Tuesday
CARD OF THANKS
We sincerely thank all our ter sports business for Maine is due clothing girls will arrive at 6. The
in the prayer and praise meeting
married
at 7.30. Rev. George Alden Cole, friends, neighbors, and relatives for to two factors. Outstanding, of menu is to include fried chicken
Hary-Cook — At Bo-ton. Mass . Jr., will be telling of his experiences I the surprise party on Feb. 23. We course, is the fact that this Win and yeast rolls.
give especial thanks for the lovely
March 2, Louis Hary of Camden and
ter has brought a constant snow
Hope
Boston and Miss Winona B. Cook of in West China where he served for wedding cake, purse of money, the
several years under Conservative nice gifts from our children and cover to all parts of the State. Over
Hopeful Homemakers are having
Boston—by Rev. Milton Saville.
100 inches of fall has been recorded a meeting on Wednesday at the
Baptist Foreign Mission Society. for all who did so much for us.
Mr. and Mrs. Kusti Nuppula.
DIED
at the Portland Weather Bureau so home of the leader, Mrs. Ellen
He saw the Communists take over
30’lt
Blanchard — At East Hartford, and gradually halt all missionary
far this season with a distinct pos Ludwig, to cut out skirts and other
Conn.. March 6. Mrs. Annie Lente work. When finally given permis
sibility of more yet to come. Past articles in their clothing projects.
IN MEMORIAM
Blanchard, formerly of South
sion to leave. Mr. Cole and his fam
In memory of my husband. Fred records show that this is only the j
Warren
Thomaston.
Freda Hill, secretary of Warren
Sandner—At Rockland, March 6, ily fax?ed a 1500 mile journey to W. Miller, who passed away March fourth time since the turn of the
century that this station has re Wonder Workers, reports plans of
Margaret Sandner, wife of George freedom which included great sor 9, 1950.
Gone, but not forgotten, by his
C. Sandner, age 74 years, 9 montlis, row for them in the death of Mrs.
corded
over 100 inches. The Winter this group to hold a parent's sup
Dora F. Miller.
20 days. Funeral services Sunday at Cole. Those who have heard Mr wife.
30* lt of 1906-07 saw 119.5 inches, 1922- per on March 28. It was voted to
2 p. m. from Davis Funeral Home,
23, 125 inches and 1933-34, 119 1 invite the boys club to this sup
558 Main Street, Rockland. Inter Cole's story have said it is one
inches.
per too.
ment in Achorn Cemetery in the which the hearer will never forget.
Another factor contributing to
Spring.
CARD OF THANKS
Haskell—At Owl's Head. March 4.
GEORGE W. LURVEY
this increase is that Maine Winter
We thank our friends, neighbors
Edward Thomas Haskell, age 92
The sudden death of George W.
sports
areas
have
shown
a
constant
years. Funeral services Sunday, 2 and relatives, also Dr. Waterman,
improvement of facilities, with most Lurvey, Wednesday night marked
p. m. from the late residence, Ash Harold Flanders and Rev. Everett
of the profits of past years being the passing of another Spanish War
Point Road. Burial in Ash Point, Pender, for their kindness, sympa
Rev. Father Kenyon officiating.
thy, cards, and flowers during our
plowed back into their respective Veteran and a well known citizen.
recent bereavement in the loss of
He was a member of Co. H. (Tillson
developments.
our husband and father.
Light Infantry) which encamped
With
average
snow
conditions
an

Mrs. Alton Prior, Beulah Wotton.
other year, Maine Winter business at Chickamauga in 1898. Mr. Lur
Sidney Prior, E’.mer Prior, Clyson
Nearby districts
Prior.
30’lt
should continue to show a stead;, vey was also a member of Rock
are promptly and
gain to keep pace with the trend land Lodge B.P.OE., and the Rock
IN MEMORIAM
towards increasing popularity of land Owl Club.
efficiently served
In loving memory of my husband,
Born in Rockland April 13, 1877,
Winter recreation.
Gilbert S. Auld. who passed away
he was a son of George and Ella
by us.
March 9. 1947.
If you consume large portions of (Over) Lurvey. His first employ
"It may be in the coming years,
It may be in a Better Land.
double-thick cream, you must ex ment after leaving school was in
We’ll know the meaning of our
pect to weigh a little above the av Fred W. Covel's silver-plating es
tears
tablishment. For five years he had
erage for your height.
And then—sometime—we'U under
similar employment in Boston. In
stand.”
When you’re in love or eager for his early years he also served as
Ethel C. Auld,
a speculative market, you don’t see cook on a New York lime coaster.
Pownal, Maine.
30-lt
any defects in the gal or in the as
Returning to Rockland about 50
sertions in the oilwell prospectus.
years ago he engaged in lobstering
jaragizjzfzrazjzjgJZjaraJZJZJarafzreJZJarafZJgizrzrarzfBJgrarejaraa.
with his brother Fred at Pond
On the side streets of most cities Island. They retired about five
for generations to come. We can
the average man looks like a bum years ago.
help you find lasting satisfaction
and his wife looks, so far as clothes
His declining years found him
through our wide selection of Rock
go, like a movie queen.
of Ages family monuments. Each i*
crippled, but still able to be out
backed by a signed guarantee
and about, always with a cheery
you, your heirs, or your drscenda;.
greeting for his friends.
During All These Years We Have
He is survived by his brother
Furnished Monuments of
Rockland Lodge Fred.
Services will be held at the Bur
QUALITY AND VALUE
pee Funeral Parlors Saturday at 2
WARREN
TEL 98
Good By Comparison
NO. 79, A. F & A. M.
p. m. Rev. Merle Conant officiat
CAMDEN
TEL 2151
PHONE THOMASTON 175
ing. Interment at Achorn cemetery.
Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
TUESDAY, MARCH 11
3-S-tf
You never realize the value of a
4looh for IN. *••) wi
Supper 6.30 P. M.
closet until you acquire a family
lode of Agee monument of
worker l» identifies oil lock
Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
skeleton.
M. M. DEGREE
of Age* monuments.
Manufacturing Plant, East Union
Criminal carelessness in tralfic
18-8-tf
should be dealt with sternly.

Chester Brooks

399-624-M
116-112TELS.
LI
M
ROCKLAND,EROCKME.ST.

4-H Doings

North Warren

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS

Funeral Home
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William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Co!. G. M. Carter, Maine Direct
or Selective Service, today remind
Window curtains are due for ed students that application blanks
Spring cleaning shortly. Just in for the April 24 Selective Service
time comes a report on laundering Coll ve Qualification Test must be
marquisette curtains from the Okla postmarked not later than midnight
homa Experiment Station. Marqui March 10. 1952 It is estimated that
sette. widely used for sheer curtains upward to 10.000 students will take
is made of cotton, rayon, acetate, the test at more than Mo testing
nylon and other fibers. Such cur centers located through the United
tains, often used throughout the States and its Territories.
The testing centers in the State
house, may represent a sizeable in
vestment. The right laundering of Maine are: Brunswick. Bowdoin
saves wear, tear and expense—and College: Farmington, State Teach
ers School: Gorham, State Teach
time and labor at the job.
The Oklahoma tests show that ers College: Lewiston, Bates Col
over-stretching for drying is the lege • Orono. University of Maine:
cause of much damage. The station Portland, Portland Junior College:
disagrees with the usual directions: Presque Isle, Arrostook State Nor
Measure before washing, wash by mal School: Waterville, Colby Col
hand, then reshape or stretch to or lege.
The test will be conducted by the
iginal dimensions.
Nylon, orlon and spun glass cur Educaiional Testing Service of
tains need no reshaping or stretch Princeton. N. J. who conducted the
ing on frames, cotton and marqui five previous tests taken last year
settes, however, come out well if by 359.000 students.
The criteria for consideration for
dried on stretchers, but cannot be
stretched to their original size be- j deferment as a student as the pre
cause laundering causes shrinkage. sent time is either a score of 70 on
High tension stretching in the tests tiie Selective Service College Quali
broke filling yarns at top and bot fication Test, or class standing
tom hems, even in ew fabric. Even among the male members in the
so, none of the cotton and rayon . upper half of the freshman class,
curtains could be brought back to i upper two thirds of the sophomore
the original dimensions. The cur class or upper three fourths of the
tains shrank most in the first laun junior class. Seniors accepted for
dering but shrinkage continued admission to a graduate school may
with several successive launderings. be deferred so long as they remain
To save such damage, the house in good standing It is not manda
wife should make allowance for tory upon local boards to defer
considerable shrinkage when she i students who meet the criteria.
buys or makes these curtains and These criteria, are merely guides to
the local boards.
not attempt over-stretching.
Col. Carter pointed out that a
As for washing, most marquisette
except spun glass, may be safely score of 70 on the Selective Service
machine-washed by proper meth- j test does not mean a student an
ods. Suggestions: Enclose curtains swered 70 questions correctly nor
in laundry size mesh bags—four to does it mean 70 percent. A score of
a bag and two bags for a washer I 70 on the Selective Service test in
load. Use plenty of lukewarm water i dicates about the same level of
and a good detergent and run the ability as a score of 120 on the
machine only the few minutes nec widely known Army General Class
essary to remove soil. Two rinses of ification Test.
A student deferment is not an
a minute each were used. After 10
washings the curtains in the tests exemption Col. Carter explained.
"A deferment is a delay or post
showed little or no wear.
ponement,” he said, "and in no
Kitchen Utensils
way cancels the duty of the regis
How are your kitchen utensils trant to sene two years on active
holding up under the wear and duty.”
tear? Did you know that the most
common casualty among home double boiler (two quarts pre
kitchen utensils is the strainer, ac- ( ferred.)
cording to many housewives! When ' 2 cups stale bread or cake crumbs
the wire mesh pulls of! the frame,! 1-2 cup milk
it's "Destination Trash Can" for' 1-4 cup molasses
this utensil—a nuisance and a j 2 tablespoons melted shortening
waste.
If you like things fat use up to four
The fault, is neglect of an impor tablespoons
tant rule for efficiency: Use the; 1 egg, well beaten
right tool for the job. When a reci 2 tabiespoons'flour
pe says: "force through a sieve,” j 1-2 teaspoon soda
the housewife too often uses a 1 teaspoon cinnamon
strainer not made for the job. To be 1-8 teaspoon cloves
sturdy enough to stand forcing or j 1-8 teaspoon nutmeg
pressing, the wire mesh needs to be 1-2 cup raisins
supported by croswire. But better 1-4 cup cut up prunes
for this work are the food presses, 1-4 teaspoon salt
designed especialy for speedy, easy
Pour the milk over the crumbs
sieving and for easy cleaning.
and mix them well. You want the
One type which sieves or purees crumbs wet. To this add molasses,
in a hurry is shaped much like a egg and shortening.
saucepan and has handle and hooks
Sift flour, soda, cinnamon, cloves
to hold it over bowl or pan. A and nutmeg into the mixture. Add
shaped blade operated by a crank the salt. Add the raisins and
handle draws food through the prunes. Mix well.
perforated bottom while a sturdy j Grease the top of a double boiler.
wire underneath scrapes off the
Place the mixture in the greased
food as it comes through. This type top of the double boiler. Cover
sells in different sizes: small—for tightly and let the pudding "boil”
preparing small
quantities for for three hours. Watch the water
feeding the baby or the elderly in the bottom part as it is apt to
member of the family: medium— boil dry in this length of time.
for general use; and large for quan
At the end of the three hours,
tity preparation, especially for take out the pudding. Just turn the
canning, preserving or freezing.
thing upside down. Serve with a
Another food press is a tall per lemon sauce or any other sauce that
forated metal cone on a broad- you like. It is best when warm but
based wire frame. A tapered wood can also be used cold.
cylinder is used inside it to push
This is an economical dessert if
food against the sides and through fire is to be kept anyway. It takes
the holes.
three hours of heat.
Pureed food comes ready-canned
Sincerely,
for babies, but many homemakers
Winifred Ramsdell
prepare it themselves for a variety
Home Demonstration Aegnt
of dishes from soups and souffles
The Children's Specialty Shop,
to desserts. The utensils that do
the job easily are worth considering formerly located upstairs at 375
for saving time, effort, food—and Main street has now moved to 403
Main street, where the same fine
the maltreated strainer.
If any of you have a "favorite or quality merchandise will be found.
30’lt
stand-by”, send it into the office
and I’ll include it in these notes
Alcoholics
Anonymous.
Men’s
some week, so we can all enjoy it,
Groups. Women's Groups Box 711,
P. O. Box 415, is the address.
Rockland.
S-tf
Wasteful Stretch

Budget Dessert

Steamed Pudding in the top of a

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

“YES” to 4 out of 5 employed
men and women—married or
single—who apply for a loan.
“YES” to a payment date that
fits your payday. Phone, come
in, or write Pcrumal today!
Loans $25 to $300

Abo** payments cover everything!
Interest Charge*: 3% per mo. on bal.
op to $150; 2’/jX per mo. on any
remainder of sveh balances up to
$300.
(Me.)

"FHf COMPANY. F twat triers to sat rrs-

-Z*1"
SVSTfM

you PET
IS Mos. 18 Mos.
$143.25 $165.15
278.15
240.33

"Cash
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 8, 1952
WARREN

KNIGHTS OF THE SQUARE TABLE

UNION

ALENA L STARRETT

By Rollin H. Tanner

Mrs. Florence Calderwood

Correspondent
Telephone 49

Correspondent
Telephone 10-34

ROCKLAND GIRLS IN RUSSIA
First Hand

Impressions Of the Soviet

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
•oce for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called. I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for handllnf, cost 25 cents additional.

The knights were in fine spirits four, returned the six. Modred took 1 i
Republic Given By One Of Them
Mr and Mrs. Charles F Dillaway “ they gathered in their haU for this trick and proceeded inunediWoman's Community Club meets
their
next
play
of
the
cards
They
ately
to
take
six
clubs
and
three
returned home Thursday from EvTuesday March 11 at 2 p. m. at
erett. Mas. ..ud vanutv. where had been mUch lnUr«*ed
the • sp-ucs. -bus mak,ng hta contract
A dessert
They had stolid, stupid faces and
rule of 11, which Merlin had used with an overtrick.
(By Mary Hall)
they have been visiting relatives
refreshment served from one o'clock
their clothes were terrible, cotton
so effectively at the last session, j Thus Merlin was deceived by
and friends.
on before meeting. Members notice ! The great adventure of the cruise,
stockings, sneakers and dresses, that
A hand which aroused further Modred's clever false-carding, and
Mrs. Fred Webel has returned
time of refreshmeflts.
! Russia!
looked as if they were made of
interesting
discussion
is
shown
he
said,
more
in
jest
than
earnALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
home from Knox Hospital, RockUnion annual town meeting Mon- I To most Americans it has always
herewith. As it was played for the est. "Sir Modred, would that we
cheese-cloth. They look at you as II
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
lend, where she received treatment.
day March 10 at Thompson Mem been a land of mystery. Few saw
flrst time at Sir Galahad's table, could transport ourselves back to
they were shrinking from a blow.
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
The card party auspices of White
orial Building.
I it. even in the colorful czarist days. Then look away as if they had
Sir Pelleas. sitting west, played the the days of the Round Table. Then
Oak Gtange. North Warren, will be
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
Miss Elaine Robbins has entered when it became the union of
hand. Sir Geraint in the north would I challenge you to combat in
abandoned all hope However, to
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
aa received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac*
socialist Republics, many
opened with the lead of the heart the jousts and would unseat you Massachusetts General Hospital
see old Leningrad was worth put
Willis Moody, Sr.
for a Nurse's training course.
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.
tourists went there but under the
five, which was taken by Sir Gala- j with a heavy fall."
Mrs. Ernest Campbell is visiting
Mrs. Zena Nelson entered the ! control of the Government's travel ting up with anything.
had in the south seat with the Ace. i Of course, if Merlin had known
Among the points of interest are
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr. When Sir Pelleas played the trey, ' that his partner had the ace and osteopathic Hospital Bute street bureau known as ..IntourUt/
WANTED
FOR SALE
the Cathedral of St. Isaac (now an
and Mrs Lowell Walker, in WestBangor Wednesday for a checkup.
Now it is impossible to go to Rus- anti-religious museum), the Her
Sir Galahad, noting that this card ten of diamonds, he would have
four and delIct, jn dummy swiichtJ to diamonds at the second „ e
,,
s'a 80 we were very luc*ty indeed to
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
MTDDLE-Ased Woman wanted boro. Mass., where she motored and
mitage Art Gallery (largest collec
Service and Repair Write or Call for light housework, in exchange T.itsdat w.th Sgt George L. Wiley,
for an cards below the trick; but for all he knew, these Mr. and Mrs. Russell Beckwith and go there when we did. We were
tor, of art objects in the world!
258 Water St.. Augusta TEI. 3770 for good home TEL. Thomaston who had passed a thirty day leave flve )ed
Charles
Smith.
that hls parfner had two cards might just as well have
. told that the way to enter Russia the Winter Palace, the Marble
14tf 139-3.
30'it
Traveling Grange
parents. Mr. and Mrs. jed (rom a fOur card gyjt, and that been in Sir Modred's hand. How
is with an open mind and a closed Palace, the Tavrichesky Palace
TRACTORS for sale: John Deere
Alford Wiley, since his return from Sir Pelleas therefore had five Merlin scored one on Sir Modred
The first traveling grange of mouth
(where the Russian Duma held its
Models, MT-B-A and M. also 1951
Korea.
Sgt.
Wiley
motored
to
WANT AN AUCTION
hearts. He thought it wise to shift will be related and explained next granges comprising Seven Tree,
When I left Honolulu the last
Crawler. Buy your r.ew or used
_
... . . . ,
fateful session), and the TsarkoyeFlorida for duty at the Orlando, and so he returned the diamond week,
George's
Valley,
Pioneer
and
Eve

I
Cover
All
Classes
Auctions
Tractor early this year tt W S
place on earth
to visit was Scio,
_ , .home of, of. the royal family
,
. I wished
.
Fla., Air Force Base.
ning Star met at Appleton Tues PHLSBURY & SON. Waterv ile
HARVEY L. GURNEY
trey. With the advantage of this
The Hand
Russia. Great excitement on the up to the moment of exile.
day night, March 4. Over 60 were
Me. Tel 613
3O-S-33
Delivery of the new electronics fortunate lead he and his partner
Trained Auctioneer
Neither Side Vulnerable
ship and we are all eager to start
We went first to Tsarkoye-Selo. a
organ to the Baptist Church is de immediately took five diamond
present. The chairs were filled by
KD 1, UNION
TEL. 3-2
West Dealer
PORD 1950 Custom 2-dr Sedan
visiting officers. Voted" to meet °n th* adventure' Amon£ the
ride of about 25 miles past tumhlelayed
to
March
17
it
is
reported
by
i
tritks
,
which
aith
the
M
.
e
of
hearts
30*39*42
for sale. Good condition—low mile
North
twice a month. Also the collection sen"frs acrp no-e doc.ors, cien doffn jlouses_ aSi former palaces of
Rev. Bruce P Cummings.
age. PHONE Rockland 179-JK
already taken set the contract two
' S—10 6 3 2
taken each meeting to go towards
‘'VT”
*** arp
™"-d<™ work‘
___________________________ 30*32
WANTED
Nurse , tricks.
H--Q J 8 5
and many millionaires. All were ers’ apartments.
Resort help for Summer season,
‘:Care
the $5 prize offered Grange hav
'41 OLES 6, for sale. Priced for
When
the
hand
was
played
at
D--A
10
5
4
going to see the most monumental
(To be continued)
Tues- King Arthur's table, the sly Sir
ing largest attendance each meet
quick .-ale Inquire 94 MECHANIC New York Berksh.re H;lls: Maids,
C—6
Housemen. Bar Tender. Yardmen,
sociological experiment of our
ST. Rockland.
ing.
meetPioneer
Grange
extended
an
Modred went them one better. He 1
West
East
i Gardener. Watchmen. Waitresses
time! I had read many books about
invitation to meet with them Tues
PORT CLYDE
DODGE (1941) two-door for sale and hostess 10 week sea-on. trans ing to be held at Grade School at hajj been hoping for another chance S—A 8 5
S—K Q 4
Russia and had heard many con
day
March
11.
Members
of
these
Special Adventist Services
Radio and heater In A-l condi portation. good wages, good living 7 30. Evening soloist wiU be Roger
outwit the wizard Merlin. He H—K 10 9 7 3
H—4 2
flicting stories. We all tried to
tion. Cash or terms Call "JAMES" conditions. Apply In Person, onlv. Teague. Mrs. Raymond Pendleton found his opportunityln the play D—K 7
respective Granges should plan to
The Port Clyde Advent Church
D—9 6
keep "our mouths shut" and act as
Tel. 1315-W___________
29-31 to MR. or li-RS STULTZ. Thomas
be
present
and
enjoy
a
social
eve

is holding special services Sunday
is
program
chairman
and
Mrs.
Fred
0{
this
hand.
When
Merlin,
sitC
—
A
Q
9
C—K J 7 4 3 2
ton
Cafe.
Thomaston.
No
'phone
1946 PORD Dump Tri.«k for sale
ning. A fine program was enjoyed gullible as possible so as to glean night at 7 o'clock. A group from
South
30-35 Richards will be hostess for the ting south, played the heart ace
or will trade for pleasure car. LAW calls please.
at Georges Valley and refreshments 85 much
RUSf>ia as possib.e
N g gj-hool of Theology in
evening. Refreshments
will be on the five and deuce, the wiley
S—J 9 7
RENCE HUNT. Thoma-ton. 29-31
while we were there. Then when
wU,
Mlal Joyce
served.
JUNK CARS WANTED
and
coffee
of
cake,
sandwiches
Sir Modred, sitting west, reasoned
H—A 6
WOOD and Coal Circulator for MORRIS GORDON * SON. 6 T
we
got
back
to
the
ship
we
had
a
and
lnstructor
at
the school
were served.
that if he played the trey, Merlin
D—Q J 8 3 2
Church Notes
sale. Bargain. U cd one Winter street, Tel. 123-W.
28tf
forum conducted by Mr. van Wyk. is in charge of the group. Special
Knox
Pomona
Grange
meets
Sat

would
know
that
he
had
five
hearts
C—10 8 5
CHARLES L. COLLINS, 155 Fleas“Why The Church?” will be the
urday. March
15 at White Oak, The sports of the 450 passengers music will be featured and the
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
and would switch, probably to dia
Bidding at both tables:
ant St Tel I353-M
29*31
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 sermon topic Sunday morning at monds. So he false-carded and
North Warren for day session. Due were very interesting, indeed, to say Church orchestra will play.
West
North
East
South
NINE-Piece Dining-room Set for Union St.. Grove St entrance Tel the Congregational Church, by Rev.
Pass in the storm the meeting March 1 the least, and we certainly learned_______________________ _
played the seven. Merlin, think- 1 Heart
Pass
2 Clubs
sale; Cabinet Radio, all in excel 1680. EVA AMIS.
28'33 J. Homer Nelson.
much rfbout Russia first hand.
lent condition. TEL. 1098-M
ing that his partner, King Arthur, 2 Notrump Pass 3 Notrump All Pass was cancelled.
Probate Notices
Gideons from Rockland will be
As President Truman says, our
DONT discard your old or
28-30
Methodist
service
Sunday
March
had five hearts, and Modred only
Opening lead: Five of Hearts.
STATE OF MAINE
present
at
10
a.
m.
Sunday
morn

intlque furniture Call H JOHN
9 of Rev. John Baxter at 10.30 a. m. country would be almost
FOR SALE
„ perfect if
To all persons interested in either
NEWMAN
tor
restoring
and
reing
at
the
Baptist
Church,
to
par

Soviet
Russia
wouldn
t
keep
ereo(
the
estates hereinafter named:
Paint: Bay State, outside white.
W ; a daughter, Eileen G.; two
Tel ticipate in the service. Continuing
MATINICUS
$4-75 gal. Mill End, gray, $198 gal. finishing 48 Masonic St
( ating problems for lt. both at home
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockltf with the series of sermons on The
grandchildren. Ronald K and ElizSEARSMONT
White. $255 gal.; Black and Galv 1106-M
and abraad In regard to Russia I land, ln and for the County of
E H. Ripley has been ln RockChain, also grab and slip hooks
ab-th A.; three sisters, Jessie Phil
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Howard and
that u a yery mild statement. Knox, on the nineteenth day of
Cross. Rev. Bruce Cummings will, land recenUy On business.
oxygen and acetylene, supplies and
February, in the year of our Iz>rd
EGGS & CHICKS have for his theme Sunday morn Mrs. Charles Pratt who has been 1 brook, Isabelle Ripley and Flora daughter were Saturday breakfast jndeed
equipment; 2 qt Bottles for toggles.
one thousand nine hundTed and
Philbrook: two brothers. Fred Y. guests of Mrs. Ada Howard and
ing,
"The
Cross
Seen
Through
the
Today
Russia
is
our
worst
enemy
Rubber Stoppers; Nails 8p. com
BROILER
Chicks, Red-Rock
in Rockland for several days, re- i
fifty-two, and by adjournment from
mon, keg $10.95. MORRIS GOR Cross Cockerels, $6 per hundred Tears of a Mother.” At the evening turned home Sunday. Mrs. Carrie and Lavon S. and several nieces Dudley Howard, previous to leav
We also know about the war in day to day from the nineteenth day
ing
for
Gloucester.
Va.,
where
Mr.
,
.
,
,
and
nephews.
DON & SON. 6 T St. Tel. 123-W. delivered. Aso, a few thousand worship period, continuing the se Ames kept house for her while she |
Korea, that has resulted in a huge of said February, The following
___________________________ 28tf Black Cross Pullet Chicks for best ries on “Steps on the Road to Cal
Mr. Ames was a member of Au- Howard is stationed and where his death toll of our men and the matters having been presented for
was away.
•
! rora Lodge, No. 50 A. F and A. M. family plan to live for a time. Mr. many, many things that Russia has the action thereujxin hereinafter
KITCHEN Range for sale, burns egg production, still available for vary,” the pastor will speak on,
Orris Philbrook went to Rockland
wood or coal. MRS MILDRED April and May. WILMOT DOW. “Christ Before Sanhedrin."
of Rockland and was also a mem and Mrs. Clarence Morse of done to us since the close of World indicated, it is hereby ORDERED:
Friday.
That notice thereof be given to
WALDRON. Tel. 439-M1.
28-30 Maine Farms Hatchery, Rt. 1,
Belmont were Sunday callers at ‘
ber of the Odd Fellows.
War II. Mr. Hoover had a strong all perrons interested, by causing a
Lions Minstrel
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook
EARLY DUt Baled Hay for sale. Waldoboro, Me. Tel. 91-2. Open
Among
those
attending
the
fuI
*
’
e
Howard
home.
29-34
prejudice against the Soviet Union copy of this order to be published
ALBERT DIRION. Union, Me. Tel Sundays.
Rehearsals for the Warren Lions went to Rockland Monday.
neral from away were Mr and Mrs.
Mr and ^rs Franc15 Aldus and and when he became President was three weeks successively in The
14-6.
27'32
Mr. and 'Mrs. Raymond Ames
FOR Sale—On March 11, 1000 Club minstrel are being stepped up
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
Bert Robbins, Stuart Ames. Jr., daughter Suzanne of Peabody,,
unwilling to recognize the Soviet. lished at Rockland. In said County,
Cockerels; on March 14. 1000 to three a week, in order to make hav been away for several days.
Max Young. Richard Ames and Mass' were week-end guests of his |
cockerels from Maine U. S. Ap the presentation early In April, ac Irene Thompson has been keeping
Would that we never had!
that they may appear at a Probate
Clayton Simmons, all of Rockland »arent6' Mr and Mrs Walter Aldus'
Electrolux Cleaners
proved Pullorum clean, fast grow
Now. I shall try to tell you all that Court to be held at said Rockland
cording to director, Howard Crock house for the children in the ab
Mrs
Mertie
Heath
and
Joseph
ing
stock.
5c
each.
Intra-nasal
if
and Merrill Young of Camden.
FREE—Check-up Service AND
I can about New Russia and Old on the eighteenth day of March,
desired. BYRON MILLS, Waldo ett. Business manager, and publi sence of their parents.
Committal services were held at Gagnon, both of Belfast were Sun Russia that I think would interest A D. 1952 at ten o'clock in the fore
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Lavon
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of
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city
director
of
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show
is
Paul
boro. Me. Tel. 51-3.
29-31
noon, and be heard thereon if they
the grave in keeping with the day visitors at the Aldus home.
see cause.
Dillaway. There is need of addition- , was 5 recent guest of relatives here,
Call Rockland: 395-M
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hook of j you
CLEMENTS Rhode Island Reds
Masonic lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Wallace are
Belfast attended Town Meeting
July 20, Leningrad, Russia: I am
MARION W SHGIJS. late of
27-tf grow quickly, have exceptional al members to the mixed chorus
here on March 3 and were over- thrilled to see old Russia that I Vinalhaven, deceased. Will and
vigor, high livability, make excel composed of the Lions and their, spending several weeks in RockGROSS NECK
night guests of their niece and have read s° much about. Wc Petition for Probate thereof asking
BURROWES ALL ALI MINI M lent profits for commercial poul ladies. Any singer in the town is j land.
that thc same may be proved and
Maine-U.S.
Approved. welcomed to join the chorus, the
SELF-STORING COMBINATION trymen.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Foster
and
nephews,
Mrs. Vida Mehuren and i sailed up the Neva River to Lenin- allowed and that Letters Testamen
Weston I Ames
STORM WINDOW and SCREEN Pullorum Cl&m. Red-Rock (Sex- next general rehearsal of which
I children were -guests
Sunday
her Gardner and Drummond Hemen- , fUad. built by Peter the Great, with tary issue to Emma W Ritchie of
,,
---------------. of
-----Leghorn Red will be held at 730, next Monday , _ ,S
No Ladders. No Tools. Good for linked), Pullets,
was saddened by | parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eug way.
a11 the lavishness and extravagance Boston. Massachusetts, she being
Life. Reasonably Priced. Cash or Crosses), New Hampshires, White
the death on Feb. 29 of Weston L. Iey at West Waidoboro.
Laymen's Sunday at Village Church of a royal Purse krung:ad or St' the executrix named therein, with
Terms to Suit.
Rocks, and Barred Crosses also night at White Oak Grange Hall,
out bond.
E. T. LONG. Factory Rep.
available. Price very reasonable. North Warren. Proceeds from the Ames in Portand. Mr. Ames had
Charles Genthner was a RockLaymen's Sunday was observed at Petersburg, in the days of its glory,
vlsltor Friday.
113 Camden SL
Phone 1503 Write CLEMENTS BROS FARMS. minstrel which will be presented for been in poor health for some time
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l the Village Church March 1 with
20-tf Route 33, Winterport, Me. (3)
commorant of Rockland, deceased.
prOgram
tiful cities on earth.
two nights, will go toward the but had Continued with his work |*-cyrus Richards of Friendship
Will and Petition for Probate
NEW and Renewal Magazine
of lobstering until the first of the was an overnight guest of his ‘ Organ Prelude; Ca„
Worshjp;
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale, 5c
It had spaciousness, dignity, thereof, asking that the same may
Subscriptions, for sale. Call Cam each, every week. Pullet Chicks central heating fund for Glover Winter. Since that time he had grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Mel- hymn ..j
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story;
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wealth and power.
Peter the be proved and allowed, and that
Hall.
den 3066. or write NORMAN sold out
for
March.
Pew
been confined to the house
He vin Genthner and family last week Affirmation of Faith; vocal duet, | Great" who built lt on marsh Letters of Administration with the
DICKEY. 40 Knowlton St., Cam open dates in April. Inoculated
School Lunches
entered Maine General Hospital in I Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and "Give Me Thy Heart," Mr. and islands, swept aside all obstacles will annexed, be issued to Alan L.
den.
24-36 for Newcastle if desired. BYRON
Bird cf Rockiand. or some other
Volunteers for the hot school Portland and after receiving treat- children spent Sunday evening
Mil.16. Waldoboro, Me. Tel. 51-3.
Mrs. Harold Cobb; prayer by Miss ,
create public squares and public suitable person, without bond
18tf lunch program next week are as ment there for about 10 days went Wjth Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Pierce Thelma Chaffee; responsive read- , buildings that were the most lav
ESTATE LEVI J. KINNEY, late
follows, March 10, Mrs. Alden to the home of his nephew, Milton at North Waldoboro.
BODY and
ing, conducted by Harcourt Daniels; j 1st* ln a11 Europe
SEX-LINK Pullets, Cockerels or Johnston; March 11, Mrs. Henry Philbrook. At the time of his
of St George, deceased. Petition
Allan Hassmer has returned to the Gloria Patri. scripture lesson, I The richest class of people in thc for Administration asking that
straight-run Chicks for sale, from
FENDER WORK
-ome of the best combined meat Laukka; March 12, Mrs. Albert death he was in the office of a Massachusetts after visiting his read by Daniel Knight; notices.
world, the Russian nobility, flocked Jennie N Grierson of South Thom
ind egg Pullorum-clean, Maine- Mank, Jr.,; March 13, Mrs. Lindley Portland doctor, where he had gone i daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
_
_____gath- aston, or some other suitable per
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
Offering,
taken
by
Russell
Knight,
St. Petersburg. The
czars
GJS
Approved
breeding stock Wiley and March 14, Mrs. Joseph for a check-up before coming home. Mrs Eugene Winchenbach and Jr . hymni “All Hail the Power of i to
ered treasures from all over the son, be appointed administratrix,
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
available in the East. Can be in Heatchcote.
with bond.
Funeral services were held in the familv
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
Jesus’ Name;” address, “The Mis- I world. The greatest collection of
oculated for Newcastle disease if
ESTATE CHARLES E SMITH,
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pictures ^tsi^ of the Louvre in
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"When I Survey the Wondrous' and mast of them are there now. that Katherine L Smith of VinalRowling's Garage
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ro LET
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, beautiful floral offerings bore silen; : aunt, Mrs. Ida Waltz.
Miss Thelma Chaffee was organ and other places but nothing as
SIX-Room and bath Apt. to let. tain my business. Effective immed1-tf
ESTATE EUDORA R MILLER,
to the esteem in which ' Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley of ist and Harold Cobb, local Lay gorgeous as these.
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In art and the grace of living. St. tion for Administration asking
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Petersburg, up to 1914, led the great that Harvey A Simmons of Friend
Snoes sold at factory price at JOE'S
THREE-Room furnished Apt to
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Past Masters’ Night
capitals of the world. But all this ship, or some other suitable person.
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be appointed administrator, withtwo sons. Wilmer A. and Dorian Eugley and family.
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estate STEPHEN SMITH, late
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the
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Reverdey Burns, Cedric Noyes and James Blake, all of Union, discuss blueberry
problems between sessions at the Union meeting. All are veteran growers and attend
all sessions to obtain the latest information available in the industry. Many such
groups gathered during the recess period and at meal time to swap information. East
ern Star ladies serving the dinner were: Georgia Durkee, Christine Barker. Frances
Doughty, Ethel Creighton. Marie Butler, Frances Robbins, Mary Barker, Avis Nichols
and Connie Durkee.

"GROW BEST ROUGHAGE YOU CAN

Veterans of the blueberry business talk it over. Left is Simon Hamalainen of Rockland who says
his first playground was a blueberry field. He is now engaged in the manufacture of berry machinery
with his father-in-law, Emil Rivers. Second left Ls Henrv Kontio of West Rockport, 45 years in the business.
Next is Ralph “Pop” Wentworth who was Knox-I.incoln county agent for 30 vears and who is now the blue
berry specialist for the state. At the right is Leeman Oxton whose activities in the berry industry date
back 45 years—and perhaps a few more. Wentworth was a featured speaker at both the morning and
afternoon sessions in Town Hall.

The blueberry grower*; an J packers meeting at Union Wednesday drew an at
tendance of 150, plus, despite bad weather i t many sections of the Knox-Lincoln area.
Littlest “grower” on hand was Irvine Leach, two and one-half years of age, who hands
over his dinner ticket at the Eastern Star hall to Earl Butler of Union. The tot's
mother, Mrs. John Leach of Union, looks on. He was able to take care of his
share of the excellent dinner prepared by the Eastern Star and donated by the packers
of the area.

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF TIIE GRANGES IN KNOX ANO LINCOLN COUNTIES

New Circular By Talbot Is Available

From University a nd County Agent

Meenahga Grange

Past Officers' Night was observed
with a special program at Meenah
ga Grange Monday night.. The
"Grow high quality roughage in Program for the past three years following past officers held chairs:
abundance,” says Richard F. Tal have all grown an abundance of! Master, Rena . Crowell; overseer,
bot, dairy specialist, Extension Ser high quality roughage for their! Willis Crowell; lecturer, Shirley
herds.
Bagley; steward, Ronald Kennedy;
vice, University of Maine, in his,
The circular advises all farmers assistant steward, Frank Sheffield;
new Extension Circular 272, "Grow who keep dairy or beef cattle to en
chaplain.
Nettie
Winchenbach;
Abundant High Quality Roughage," roll in the Green Pastures Program Ceres, Amy Bliven; Fl&ra. Viola
"Roughage in the form of hay, pas this year. The benefits are sub Kuhn: lady assistant steward,
turage and silage is the cheapest stantial aside from any thought of Goldie Sheffield; gatekeeper. Dewey
and most efficient feed that dairy- | contest awards. “Quality hay and
Winchenbach; executive committee,
men and beef raisers can give their plenty of good silage with excellent Leon Winslow and Alfred Bliven.
herds, but it needs to be of high pasture should be the aim of all
During the Lecturer’s Hour, in
quality,” he says.
dairy farmers throughout Maine," charge of Shirley Bagley, a special
"Hay," says Talbot in his circu is Talbot’s considered belief.
tribute was paid to all past officers
lar, “ is of prime concern, and sil
Readers may get free copies of
led by Josephine Geele with the
age is the best substitute for hay,” Extension Circular 272, "Growassistance of the regular officers.
Pa6turage is highly important, also. Abundant High Quality Roughage," :
Rita Babcock gave two solos,
Winners of the highest awards in by writing to the Extension Service, |
"Glanina Mia" and "My Evening
the New England Green Pastures University of Mame. Orono. Maine.
Prayer.” A quartet composed of
Brainard Paul, John Foster. Ralph
Irvine, and Wilmot Dow, sar.g “The
Old Rugged Cross." "Kentucky
Babe,” ar.d "I've Been Working on
the Railroad." Mrs. Katherine Dow
acted as accompanist.
$2390,874 Is To Be Split By Customers
Rena Crowell and Alton Shorey
each gave a very interesting read
Eastern States Farm Group
ing. There were also jokes and re
marks by the deputies, Thaddeus
More than 90,000 northeastern prosperity for farmers in more ar.d Ethel Reed of Wiscasset.
The highlight of this fine pro
farmers purchased $94,997364 worth than 1000 communities. The asso
of farm production supplies ihrough ciation owns a large feed mill in gram was an address on the his
Eastern States Farmers' Exchange Buffalo, N. Y. and another large torical theme, "The Ring Of Outer
in 1951 according to Herbert A mill in Huron, Ohio, will be turn Heron," by Harold Castner of DamHawes, Union, who has just re ing out feed by mid-1952. It also ,r cotta who Is well-Wiown as an
turned from Springfield, Mass, , owns and operates fertilizer plants a. 'hoiity on local history. Those
where he attended the co-opera at Cambridge. Mass., Wilmington, who did not attend this meeting
tive’s 34th annual meeting. He is Del, and at York and Kittanning. n.i'sed an excellent story delivered
in a most interesting manner.
a member of the board of directors Pa.
Also attending the sessions with
The Grange voted to contribute a
of the association which serves
farmers in all the New England Mr. Hawes were: Alfred Harjula sum of money to the Red Cross.
states, Pennsylvania, Deleware and and Albert Harjula of Thomaston Brother Astor Creamer was reported
and Howard Sprowl, Ralph Cun il’.; patrons please send cards.
Maryland.
Members of the Ladies' Degree
After meeting expenses and allo ningham and James Calderwood of
cating funds for capital purposes, Waldoboro and Donald Perry and Team are requested to be present
at next week's meeting to rehearse
there remained $2 390.874 which will Lorenzo Linscott of Appleton.
be returned to members and pa
for coming degree work.
trons in cash about May 1 in pro
White Oak Grange
A
Production
Test
portion to their purchases during
White Oak Grange has started
j
With
590
pounds
of
butterfat
;
the past year.
its regular meetings again after a
Many commodity lines showed and 16,239 pounds of milk, Ada
two months' recess.
increases In distribution during the Alcartra
Fellowship,
registered
We are still holding our weekly
past year.
Members purchased Holstein-Friesian cow owned by
card parties at the members' homes
843,128 tons of feed for poultry, Eben C. Haggett, Damariscotta'
w'ith a good attendance. Last
dairy herds and other livestock, Mills, has completed a 319-day
week's card party was held at Ern
102,524 tons of fertilizer, 16,193,910 production test in official Herd
est Campbell's, North Warren. Next
pounds of field seeds and several Improvement Registry. She was
week's will be at Willis Moody, Jr.’s
million dollars worth of such sup milked two times daily and was
plies as paint, roofing, lubricants, nine years nine months of age on Saturday night.
At our meeting, Friday, we
spray materials and bags for mar when she began her testing period.
keting potatoes and turkeys.
Testing was supervised by Univer held a reception for Mr. and Mrs.
Services provided by Eastern sity of Maine in co-operation with Harold Butler of Union, with Seven
States Farmers’ Exchange are all the Holstein-Friesian Association Tree Grange meeting with us. Mr.
and Mrs. Butler were married Feb
aimed at helping secure greater of America.
15. Mrs. Butler is a 25-year mem
ber of White Oak Grange while Mr.
Butler is a Seven Tree member.
Sandwiches, cake and coffee were
served.

EASTERN EXCHANGE HAS SURPLUS

PRESIDENT COMPLIMENTS 4-H’ers
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 8, 1952
TO THE 4-H CLUBS OF THE UNITED STATES:
You are now, I am informed, a force of two million
members, growing crops ar.d livestock, as well as improv
ing your homes, your community and yourselves. You are
doing things that make our country strong in the struggle
for world peace and understanding.
It is a satisfaction to know that your crop projects
alone total over a million acres of our best production.
You can be proud of the way you have carried out De
partment of Agriculture and Land-Grant College recom
mendations to achieve this.
This ail counts very much, but the biggest value is
what you have learned about food farming and good citi
zenship. Hundreds of your neighbors understand people
of other nations better because of your International Farm
Youth Exchange program and the discussions of world
peace problems which you are featuring in your meetings.
There is strength in our youth, in our soil, and in our
working together. Our country and the world need now,
more than ever before, the kind of work you are doing to
unite those pillars of strength in the interest of world
peace. That is the challenge I leave with you.
HARRY 3. TRUMAN.

Mt. Pleasant

Our regular meeting was held
Monday night, when we entertained
the traveling Granges.
Application of Wendall Dennison
of Rockport was read and referred
to investigating committee of Elmer
Merrifield, Charlotte Davis and
George Parker.
The First and Second Degrees
will be conferred on a candidate
at our next meeting March 10
It was moved and seconded to
send our lecturer to Lecturers’ Con
ference with expenses paid.
The donation march was won by
George L'Haustus of South Hope.
The meeting of March 10 at Burketville that we were to attend
has been postponed until sometime
in April and will be announced in
the paper later.

Hints On Handling Curtain Fabrics In Have You Considered College Training

I

A candy sale was held before the
meeting for the benefit of buying
Spring Cleaning;
material to make costume; for the
We t Rockport school children, so
they could be in our "Seaside Won Dear Homemaker:
derland" carnival at Rockport the
The Simonton Extension group
last of this month. This was in
me- Thursday for the topic
Do
charge of Dorothy Hamalamen.
Your Own Wallpapering." Mrs.
Achorn Grange
Maya Wolters, Home Management
There will be a St. Patrick's Leader, was in charge of the meetmasquerade Wednesday night at i ing. Serving on the dinner com
the Grange social. There should be mittee were Eva Tilly and Doro
plenty of opportunity to make a thy Keene.
costume in keeping with St.
Burkettville
Patrick’s Day. Girls will ^le orate
the hall on Tuesday evening.
The Burkettville Extension Group
There will be a prize for the best met at the home of Mrs Ella Grin
dressed costume and for the most nell for the HD meeting "Best
orginal costume. Come and see if Health Buys for Your Food Dollar "
you can take one home with you.
Again, home management leaders
At our next meeting we will have pleose send in to the office the
Neighbors Night. There will be a “Give the Home the New Look" re
skit put on by the Grangers and port foim, so we can tabulate the
results
• Continued on Page Six

SERVED TOWN MEETING DINNER

A Budget Recipe

In Agriculture For Your Sons?

Dear Farmer:
,
Membership
Modern Agriculture is more than
You might be interested in know
ing that the women membership farming alone. It is big business
requiring the sendees of thousands
bow totals 926. Isn't that grand?
upon thousands of skilled and
Farm and Home Week
Speaking of variety in one's life, trained people.
Whether a man is raising apples
have you sent in your reservations
at the University of Maine to at or potatoes, producing milk or
tend Farm and Home Week? Time eggs, selling fertilizer or feeds, de
is going by fast between now and signing or repairing farm build
the first week in April. Better be ings or machinery building soil
thinking about this quite seriously. conserving structures, doing coun
Just send in your name to the Uni ty extension work, studying the
control of certain insects, loaning
versity of Maine.
There is one grand program be money to farmers, canning or
ing lined up. Ida Jean Kain, fa freezing fruits or vegetables, sell
mous woman columnist, will be ing potatoes in New York City,
speaking; Marie Gifford "Market writing articles for farm newspa
Basket." Dr. Louise Bates Ames, pers, grading and packaging ap
Child Psychologist from Yale Uni ples, teaching agriculture in high
versity; and Brownie Schrump will school, or any of hundreds of other
be scheduled for a foods program possibilities, he is working at mod
which we know will be outstanding em agi iculture.
Yes, agriculture today is big
Continued on Page Tnree

FARM NOTES ABOUT THE STATE

business offering numerous attract
ive and interesting career oppor
tunities for properly framed men.
Your college of Agriculture at the
University of Maine can furnish
you this training. If your interest
or background is in any phase of
agriculture you will certainly want
to consider carefully the advant
ages and possibilities of this type
of college training.
College Training In Agriculture
iCon'inued on Page Seven)

4-H Doings
Warren Wonder Workers
Plan Parent's Supper On
Friday the 28th
Friendship

Sunshine Workers of Friendship
met Monday night at the home ot
the leader, Mrs. Marie Lash to
| study the new clothing programs
| with Club Agent Loana Shibles.
| Mildred Prior, president, was in
‘Continued on Page Three i

Noted Soil Scientist To Speak

Persons attending Farm -and
Home Week at Orono. April 2, will
be privileged to hear one of the
most eminent soil scientists in the
United States. He is Dr. Firman
E. Bear, head. Department of Soils, '
Rutg'-r Univer.ity. New Bruns
wick, N. J.

Extension Association members at South Thomaston prepared and
served dinner on town meeting day at the Wessaweskeag Grange Hall,
Most of them were at the task early, baking pies and preparing foods
at home before going to the hall to really start the work of setting the
tables and serving the meal to hungry townsmen and women.
Cabbage salad, a standby at such affairs, is finely chopped by Mrs.
Ruby Makinen. left, Mrs. Dorothy Rackliff and Mrs. Lillian Rackliff.
Mrs. Makinen is the association foods chairman in the Keag.
Below—Catherine Maloney. 4, should be in seventh heaven with the
ladies offering her freshly baked pies of many varieties. The little lady
was just overwhelmed by the display and declined to make a choice at
all until she could think things over a little. Left to right are: Mrs.
Agnes Elwell, Mrs. Mildred Simmons and Mrs. Madeline Maloney, Cath
erine’s mother.

Dr. Bear has done brilliant work
in soils research, and has written
several books on the subject. Many
important discoveries in relation
to the proper use of chemical fer
tilizers are credited to him. He
will appear on the all-day program
on soil management and his subject
will be "Organic Matter—the Life
of Your Soil.”
Two other out-of-State speakers
will take part in the sails program.
Sam D. Gray, northeast manager of
the American Potash Institute,
Washington, D C . will speak on
the efficient use of fertilizers; and
John Lamb, Jr., of the U. S. Soil
Conservation Service, Upper Darby,
Penn., will discuss the effect of
crops on the structure of the soil.

toy on

the
pocketbook

Potato Councilors In Washington

Representatives of Maine’s Pota
to Tax Advisory Council and De
partment of Agriculture are in
Washington, D. C., this week con
ferring with the Maine Congres
sional delegation on policies affect
ing the Federal Research Market
ing Administration program for
1962.
Spokesmen for the Maine spud
industry are A K Gardner. Orono,
counsel for the advisory group and
George H Chick and Stanley L.
Painter, Maine Agricultural De
partment officials.
Mr. Gardner said Maine was vit
ally interested in the RMA pro
gram, which he described as a Con
gressional-approved project devoted
to marketing research and im
proved marketing practices fCT the
nation's agricultural products.
Noted Psychologist to Speak On
Child Behavior

Maine mothers will hear a fa
mous psychologist give two lectures
on Wednesday afternoon, April 2,
of Farm and Home Week at the i
University of Maine. Dr. Louise
Bates Ames, of the Gessell Insti
tute of Child Development. New
(Continued on Page Six)

COMPLETE
CHICK STARTER
Complete Chick Starter
men who are primarily
chickens to get laying or
conventional type ration
largest or smallest flock.

is designed for poultryconcerned with raising
breeding hens. It is a
suitable for either the

For a fast, healthy, and practical start on your
next lot of chicks—it will pay to investigate the
advantages of this low priced, dependable chick
starter.

A
VICTOR BURNHEIMER
Waldoboro
Tel. 202-4
I. E. PERRY
Warren
Tel. 51-12 POUlTWr <OAIBV - 5TOO
<£eo£ROCKLANO GRAIN CO.
Rockland ‘
Tel. 800
THOMASTON
F. J. WILEY
FARMERS’ UNION
Camden Tel. 475
Thomaston Tel. 47
12-8-21
27-e-JO
1
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THOMASTON

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Prisoners Give Generously To Heart Drive

ROCKPORT

N*w« aad Soria] Items. Notices and Advertiaementa may be sent
or telephoned to
MM. GLADYS CONDON, EKIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

MRS NANCY I. COMPTON

Cc-respondent
Tel. Camden 2050

Listen to Billy Graham on Sta I bath” by Lorenz, and “Vade,
tion WLAW Sunday at 3.30 p. m Mecum Domine" by Pike The
Baptist Mission Circle will meet Joyce Ludwig. Phillip Lee. Sylvia
Billy Nash of Westbrook is visit
He has a message for all in this choir will sing the anthem “If Ye
Tuesday at 2 p. m. with Miss Edna Thompson. Marilyn Starrett. Ralph
ing this week with his aunt. Mrs.
-wring
program
Hour
of
Decision
Love
Me"
by
Coleman.
Dante
Hilt, Wadsworth street. It will be Davis, Jr. Patricia Jones. These
Russell Staples and family
• • » *
Pavone will sing the solo "Seek Ye
students are fcenig coached by Mrs.
a work meeting
Pfc. Rauph Simonton, USAC sta
At
St.
Bernard's
Church;
Sun

First
the
Kingdom
of
God"
by
Fish

A special communication ol Ori Joan Weston. The contest date will
tioned in Texas is spending a 14day services are at 8 and 11 a .m. er. The Church School will meet
ent Lodge Tuesday at 7.30 with be announced later.
day furlough with his parents, Mr.
Daily Mass is at 6 45 a m. and Con at 11 o'clock and continue until
Fellowcraft degree.
and Mrs. Raymond Simonton.
12.10.
Classes
arc
held
for
all
age
fession. Saturday at 3 30 and 7
Mrs. Herbert Fales is onvalescMrs. Lillian Clough entertained at
Grange Corner
p. m Sunday Mass at St. James' groups. The Youth Fellowship will
ing at her home on the Meadow
a canasta party Tuesday night. Re
be
held
at
11
30
in
the
high
school
iContinued
from
Page
Five)
Church.
Thomaston,
9
am.
Road after a brief stay In the
freshments were served by the hos
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of room. All high school students are
Knox Hospital where she under an impersonation by Homer Mar
i invited. The Intermediate Fellow - tess. Attending were Mrs. Doro
shall.
Visiting
Granges
will
con

Our
Lady
of
Good
Hope,
Camden
went a minor operation
i ship will meet at 4.15 In the vestry thy Upham. Mrs. Dorothy Brad
* ♦ • *
Mrs. A. Sheridan Bartlett has tribute to our program and a good
ford, Mrs. Vera Pendleton, Mrs.
Al St. Peter's Episcopal Church. Mrs. Leona Whitehill »111 be the
returned to her home at Orotton, tune will surely be had by only
Charlotte Farley. Mrs. Virginia
leader
The
Boy
Scouts
will
meet
those
who
come
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday
Conn., after spending a few days
Rhodes and Mr.s. Mary Compton.
Pleasant Valley Grange
parish communion and sermon at on Monday night at 7 o'clock in
with her aunt. Mrs. Herbert Fales.
David Crockett has been pledged
the vest ry. The Troop Committee
The
Third
and
Fourth
Degrees
9.30;
daily
Mas,
at
7.30
except
on
Mrs Lewis Smith is a patient at
to Beta Theta Pi fraternity at the
will
meet
at
7.30
in
the
vestry.
Dis

Monday and Saturday.
the Eye and Ear Infirmary, Port were conferred on Everett Benner,
cussion Group will meet Tuesday University pf Maine.
• • • •
i Earle Barter. Emma Peters, Mary
land.
Rockport’s Town Meeting will be
night
at 7.30 at the home of Leroy
!
Luizza
and
Grace
Lombardo
by
The Reorganized Church of Je
The Beta Alpha meets Mondayheld
Monday, March 17.
Chatto
on
McCloud
street.
The
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints
night with Mrs. Robert Walsh. Deputy Earl Tolman of West RockPast Matrons' and Patrons' Night
Baraca Class will meet on Monday
i
port.
will
meet
at
the
Grand
Army
Hall
Knox street.
night at the home of John and of Harborlight Chapter, OES will
Visitors were present from South
Sunday with Church School at 10
Maynard Brown has returned
Lena Stevens at 7.30 The Annual be held March 18. Mrs. Elsie
!
Hope,
Goodwill,
Mt.
Pleasant.
Wey

o
’
clock
and
preaching
at
11.
Pas

home from Knox Hospital where he
Birthday Banquet will be ser\ed Hawkins will serve as worthy ma
mouth
and
Wessaweskeag
Granges.
tor, George Woodward.
was a patient for several days
by the Women's Society on Thurs tron and Leman Oxton. worthy pa
The prayer for the day was read
Seymour Miller of Albany. N. Y..
day night at 6 o’clock. Virginia tron.
by
Hazel
Bartlett.
There
was
a
dis

"Man"
as
understood
in
Christian
have purchased the Norman Kal
Chatto is the chairman, and Edith
Try-to-Help Club will meet Mon
cussion
at
roll
call
on
the
respec

Science will be explained in Lhe
loch house on Main street
Tweedie has charge of the dining day evening at the home of Miss
tive
merits
of
Lincoln
and
Wash

Lesson-Sermon
which
will
be
read
Mrs. Harold Richardson. Mrs.
room. The choir will rehearse on Edith Wall. A quill will be tacked.
in all Churches of Christ Scientist,
Leila Smalley, Mrs. Frank Elliot, ington in the presidency.
Friday night at 7.30 in the vestry
Special Communication St. Paul’s
A
ladies
quartette
was
made
up
on Sunday. The Golden Text is
and Mrs. Edwin Lynch attended
Dante Pavone will direct. Work is Lodge. Monday evening, 7 30. Work
of Eva Mair, Ruth Thompson and
from
the
Book
of
Daniel
(Daniel
the Knox Hospital Auxiliary in
progressing rapidly on the Easter in the Fellowcraft Degree.
Inmates of the Maine State Prison have contributed heavily toward the Heart Drive. Some have
Florence and Barbara Young. The
10:19i "O man greatly beloved, fear
Rockland Tuesday.
given
cash
while
122
of
them
have
made
and
donated
toys
and
other
objects
for
sale
with
the
earnings
to
Cantata "Redeemer” by Gounod.
Girl Scouts Celebrate
The 4-H Club Girls will be men's chorus had as singers Ralph go eventualy to the fund. The display above was shown in the prison chapel yesterday just prior to being not; peace be unto thee, be strong, The Kola Discussion Group will
Clark, Clarence Dorman, F. L. S. shipped to Portland where the objects will be auctioned. There are 175 different pieces in the shipment, yea, be strong." Church services
The Girl Scouts will celebrate
guests at the morning service at
Morse, H. Richardson. Earle Tol many showing the finest of craftsmanship. The objects were made on the prisoners’ own time and from Sunday morning at 10.30. Sunday- meet on Bunday night at 8 o'clock the National 40: h Girl Scout Birth
the Federated Church Sunday.
with Donald and Margaret Calder- :
materials purchased by them. Such items are usually sold through the prison store to the inmate’s gain.
man and Brother Fernald.
School at 1145 Wednesday eve wood Russell and Doris Abbot will1 day Wednesday night. March 12
Wedco Club
Readings were given by Sister In this case, they have given what may amount to several hundred dollars to the Heart Drive which might ning service at 7 30.
with a Mother and Daughter Ban
well have gone into their own pockets.
serve as assistant host and hostess j
The Wedco Club will meet at the Clark of South Hope and by Roy
quet at the Baptist Church ves
Baptist Church
vestry, Friday, Mank. A quiz program was con"Some Ancient Doctrines Unac- ! The worship service at the South j try. Supper will be served at 630.
said.
Lecturer
Mildred
by
March 14. The supper which is be ducted
Farm Notes
i ceptable To Universaltsts” will be ; Thomaston Methodist Church will Committees for the banquet ure
Eour-ll Poultry Team To Compete
ing planned by the chairman, Ben Sprague which was followed by a
CAMDEN
the subject ol Dr. Lowe's sermon be held at 7 o'clock. This evening Program. Jjan Norwood and Carol
(Continued from Page Five)
jamin Smalley, Darold Hocking, talk on Washington by F. L. S.
Maine 4-H Clubs will be repre 1 in the service of morning worship service will be held in the homes Cash; setting tables. Judy Spear,
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Haven. Conn., will speak flrst on
William Vinal and Peter Larsen Morse.
sented by two teams competing at at the Universalist Church, begin through the month of March. Mrs Barbara Wood. Helen Leland, Mary
Correspondent
There were readings by Nellie
"Your Child from One To Ten," the annual exhibition of the North
TEI. 2197
will be served at 6.30, following the
ning at 11 o'cock. The Church Charles Watts. Jr. will serve as Lovejoy, Nancy Brackett and Jean
supper will be a program under Saunders and Jennie Pietroski and
and. later, on "The Adolescent eastern Poultry Producers' Council School meet-, in the vestry at 10 hostess for the meeting next Sun Frye; sen ing. Brenda Spear, Carol
the direction of Otto Irvine. Every solos by Mrs. Pietroski and Bar
at Saratoga. New York, in October. a. m. and the U C Y. Fellowship in day night. Mr Conant will preach Cash. Arline Heath. JdHy Spear,
The Camden Teaohers' Club will Grows Up."
one is requested to bring their own bara Young.
Dr. Ames is a graduate of the One team will take part in the I the Universalist vestry at 6 p. m. on the subject "The Kingly Christ." Mary Lovejoy, Jean Frye and Bar
meet
March
13
at
7.30
at
the
Cam

The next meeting will be on
eating utensils.
poultry demonstration contest and for 30 minutes of color pictures in All are invited to attend.
bara Rhode.,; clearing tables, Gerry
den Grade School. Carl Lane of University of Maine and has be
Lewis Smith has closed' his home March 11 with supper to be served
• « » *
Lovejoy, Janet Meservey, Joan
come one of the best-known au the other in the egg judging con Power Behind The Nation.” Ap- i
R
ckport
will
peak
on
"Publish

on Main street and is spending the at 6 o'clock.
At the Congregational Church, Morton, Judy Young, Arline Heath,
test.
County
teams
will
compete
thorities
on
child
development
in
pointments
for
the
week
include
j
ing A Manuscript." A gToup seOwl's Head
Winter with Fred W Lowell,
America. After graduating from at Saratoga. The Maine Poultry the circle supper Wednesday at 6 Rev. Charles R Monteith, pastor, j Joan Norwood, Judy Rhodes, Vir
All members of Owl's Head ; lected from the Camden High
Church street, Damariscotta. Mrs.
Maine,
she studied at Yale Univer Improvement Association will pay p. m. Boys and girls in the church , the second Sunday in Lent will be ginia Ulmer. Dorothy Ogier. Norma
School Band will play. Rockpor:
Smith will join him after returning Grange are reminded to be at
sity
and
was for some time assist part of the expense involved in the school will be guests at the sup^ier observed with sermon by the pas- ; Heath, Sandal Erickson, and Donna
teachers are invited to attend. Re
tor "Accent on the Positive,” a I Morton; dishes. Barbara Wood and
lrom the Maine Eye and Ear In Owl’s Head Town Hall, Mondayant
professor
at Yale Medical Saratoga trip
with special tables reserved for
freshments
will
be
served.
second in his series on “The j Helen Leland; wiping, Shirlene
firmary. Portland, where she now is night at 7.30 to discuss plans for
School.
She
is
widely
known
as
Extension Han Roughage Circular them Fathers and mothers are
remodeling the Hall. Everyone
Joseph Bagley, gunner’s mate,
Christian's Magna Charta,” at the Heath, Marietta Erickson, Florence
a patient.
their children.
please attend this important meet second class, U. S. Navy, is pass ; co-author of the best sellers, "Firct
Just published by the Maine Ex urged to accompany
10.45
worship service;
Church Frye and Mary Demmons.
The Roaring 20's met Tuesday
• • « *
Five
Year.'-,"
and
“
Child
From
Five
ing a leave with his parents, Mr
tension Service Ls Circular 272,
School classes for third graders
evening with Mrs. Lucille Payson ing.
At
the
First
Baptist
Church
Rev.
j
to
Ten."
She
is
now
writing
a
book
Church News
Traveling Granges
and Mrs. Frank Bagley.
Grow Abundant High Quality
at Rockland. Present were Mrs.
J. Charles MacDonald will contin and over at 9 45 and for those
Baptist Church. Rev. Carl W
Mt. Pleasant Gfei?e was hott to ' Mrs. Norman Fuller is a patient ! on adolescents which will be a se Roughage.”
Richard
F.
Talbot,
younger
at
1030.
UCY
meets
at
Anne Carney, Rachael John
ue his series of sermons in the 10.30
Small. At 10.45 morning worship,
the Traveling Granges Monday at the Camden Community Hos quel to “Child From Five To Ten." I Extension dairy specialist, is the au
son, Mrs. Russell Strout. The club
service
on the letters to the church 3 30 to go in a group to the Snow - 1145 Church School, 6 p. in . Youth
Report
On
AtT
Practices
Completed
pital.
with 68 present. There were visi
thor.
Roughage,
says
the
circular
bowl
to
be
guests
of
the
Camden
will meet March 20 with Mrs. Anne
es in the book fo Revelation with
Nearly all the farmers in Maine
Fellowship, 7 p. m . evening evan
tors from Owl’s Head. South Hope, j The Elm Street Reading Club
Ls the cheapest food for either dairy the subject, "Pergamos, or the Fa Congregational Youth at 4, follow
Carney.
gelistic service. Special music will
St. George, Megunticook and Pio will meet with Mrs. Allton Green, who took part, in the 1951 Agrtcul- | or beef cattle, and tells what to
ed by supper at 6 with each one
Church News
Monday evening March 10 The tural Conservation Program have , grow for best results for pasture, tal Marriage." The men’s and bringing their own lunches, con be furnished by a saxophone trio.
neer Granges.
women
’
s
prayer
groups
will
meet
at
Thursday, 7 p. m.. mid-week prayer
Mass will be celebrated at St
The program opened with the readers will be Mrs. Frances Thom reported the soil building practices hay, and silage. The circular also
10.15 and the nursery will be open cluding with a discussion and fel meeting and Bible study.
carried
out
on
their
farms,
accord

as
and
Miss
Alice
Stearns.
James Catholic Church Sunday at song "America The Beautiful" by
lowship period. In event of poor
gives the score card for the New
Mrs. Inez Crosby is attending a ing to Lawrence Chatto, executive England Green Pa-tures Program in for the care of small children dur weather, the meeting will be held , Methodist Church, Rev. John G.
9 a. m.
the Grange. Frences Tolman pre
ing
the
morning
service.
AU
de

P. Sherburne. At 9 45 Divine wor
Services at St. John’s Episcopal sented worthy master, Peary Mer meeting of the board of trustees at officer. Maine State Committee of which farmers in all parts of the
at
the Congregational
Parish1
partments of the Church School
ship, sermon. “The Light of the
Church Sunday at 8 o'clock.
rifield of South Hope, with the $5 the Odd Fellows Home in Auburn. the Production and Marketing Ad State are now enrolling.
House (opposite the church) with j
wifi meet at 12. The Ambassadors
World." 10.45 Sunday School. 5 p.
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Tibbetts ministration.
Sunday School at £V45 a. m. at prize for winning the percentage
recreation from 4 to 6. The “Life j
for Christ will meet at 6 with Rob
Maine
Onee
Had
loot
and
Mouth
are
on
a
trip
to
Stanford,
Conn.,
About
9000
farmers
carried
out
of Christ" course will continue at I m.. Youth Fellowship.
the Baptist Church with morning contest for the month of February,
ert Crie leading the Intermediate
Outbreak
service at II o'clock, the subject, with 26 percent. This prize is to where they will be the guests of conservation work, encouraged by
the parsonage at 8 o'clock on Sun
Maine once had an outbreak of group, and Diane Merrill the Sen day. Appointments for the week Joyce Andrews Thursday night.
‘‘The Good Samaritan” and eve go toward something the Grange Mrs. Tibbetts' son, Kenneth Mullen the ACP through part payment of
and family. Enroute they will also the practice costs. The payment foot and mouth disease to contend ior group. At 7 there will be a include:
George B Small of Camden was
ning subject "Lost and Found." needs for the hall.
Monday.
Boy
Scout
payer period in the vestry preced
Troop 206 meets at 7 for its annual [ a caller Thursday at the home of
The Beta Alpha meets Monday Worthy Master Merrifield thanked visit with Dr Tibbetts' brother in of practices actually performed ap with. The outbreak took place in
proximated $1,145,000
1834 when 28 Hereford cattle from ing the evening service at 7.15. Mu roll call and inspection; Wednes- Mr. and Mrs C. E. Gregory.
evening with Mrs. Robert Walsh. the Traveling Granges on behalf of Providence, R. I.
The Monday Club will meet
Funds available under the 1951 England were landed at Portland sic will be by the choir and a solo day, the Rounds Group meets at
The Baptist Mission Circle meets his Grange.
Speed and poor brakes are often
Tuesday, March 11, at the home ACP for payments, materials, and and driven over the roads to the ist, and Mr. MacDonald's message the church at 7.30, and the Coast
Tuesday at 2 p. m_, with Miss Ed
Reading, "Somebody's Mother,” bywill
be
on
"Looking
Beyond
Today."
the
end of a perfect jaywalker.
of
Mrs.
Arlettie
Good.
The
reader
services to participating farmers U. S. quarantine station at Fal
na Hilt, Wadsworth street. Thurs Louise Moody, South Hope. Jones.
District Committee and Leaders
Tuesday in the prayer and praise
will be Mrs. Peggy Weesterfleld.
in
Maine
total,
$1,103,000,
Chatto
mouth.
They
developed
foot
and
Roundtable
convene
at
American
,
day evening prayer meeting.
Alfred Luce and Brother Cummings
Mission Circle To Meet
mouth disease while in quarantine. meeting at 7.30 Rev. George Alden Legion hall. Damariscotta. Thurs- ;
Sunday School 9.45 a. m. at the of South Hope. Song, by a group
Cole. Jr., a missionary for several
day, the Diligent Dames meet at
Federated Church, morning ser of South Hope boys. Remarks and
The Baptist Mission Circle will in this expression of appreciation A farmer followed the Herefords
years in West China under the
of
Dr.
Dorr's
service
to
the
church.
along
the
road
with
hLs
yoke
of
2.30 at the church, with the choir 1
vice Il o'clock, the subject "Adver story, Lloyd Moody, South Hope. meet at the church parlor Wednes
Conservative Baptist Foreign Mis meeting at 7 in the auditorium j
oxen, which he sold in a few days
tising Religion.” Anthem. "O Make Remarks. Master Peary Merrifield day. March 12, at 2.30 p. m. The
Hary-Cook
ENDS SATURDAY
sion Society, will teU of his exper
and the Odds and Ends in the I
My Spirit Worthy,” by Schuman. also remarks from Master Lillian Ladies Circle and the Chadavae
Miss Winona B Cook, daughter to another farmer. Foot and mouth
JAMES MASON
iences there and of the difficult parlor at 7 30. On Friday, the j
The floral offering will be taken. Rackliffe and Past Master Eugene Club are invited. The guest speak of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Cook of disease broke out in the herds of
journey out after the Communists Rockland Boy Scouts Leaders I
“
FIVE
FINGERS”
Members of the 4-H Club will be Rackliffe of St. George.
er will be Miss Martha Mixer of Norwich, Vt., and Louis Hary, son both and spread to other herds.
took control. The Junior Ambassa meet, place to be announced.
guests at the morning service. Dis
Piano Solo. Wendy Dow. Megun Bellast and her subject will be of Mrs. Lucille Hary of Camden Prompt and drastic action on the dors will meet on Friday at 3.30,
SUNDAY AND
cussion group Thursday at 7 p. m. ticook Grange. Jokes, Letha Munro "Christian Center Work." Refresh and Louis Hary of New York City, part of the State Cattle Commis
MONDAY ONLY
the topic "The Life We Prize.” The Owl’s Head. Readings, "Neighbor ments will be served at the close were married March 2 at 2 p. m. sioners rtamped out the disease.
GLEN COVE
At the Nazarene Church, Maver
Uncle Sain’s Airborne Fire
Friendly Circle will meet Tuesday- ly,” Martha Alley Owl's Head.
of the meeting.
at the home of the bride in Boston.
Mr.
and
Mrs
E.
B.
Hall,
Mrs.
'
ick So.uare, Rev. Edwin L. Ryan,
fighters in all their splendor
March 11 with Mrs. Frank Elliot,
The ceremony, whieh was per
"What Home Was Intended For.’
pas.or, sendees Sunday will be 10 Rhoda Hamilton. Mrs. Emily Mur
Chadavae Club
OWL'S
HEAD
instead of thc regular date March Carrie Nash, Owl's Head. "Mother
formed by the Rev. Milton Saville,
ray, Richard Freeman and little and spectacular battling with
a.
m„
Sunday
School;
11,
morning
The Chadavae Club met at the
Mothers’ Club Council
heroic daring!
18th.
Knows Best,” and “Last Year New church parlor Wednesday night was attended by close friends and
worship; 6 p. m., Young People's daughter, Sharon Freeman, were
The Mothers’ Club Council held
relatives.
The
bride
was
given
in
guests of Mr. and Mrs Walter
Car” by Evelyn Merrifield of Mt. with 30 members present. Work
and 7 30 evening service.
a busine.-.s meeting recenty and vot
Sukeforth in Waldoboro Sunday.
Pleasant. Remarks, Brother Libby. was continued on articles for the marriage by her brother. Wesley
ed favorably on amending the by
Cook,
and
was
attended
by
her
sis

Mr. and Mrs Herbert Black were
Services at the United Pentecos
Owl's Head.
Summer
fair.
A
radio
quiz
pro

WALDOBORO
laws to change the name. The club tal Church, 58 South Main street, visiting their son, Lester and fam
Solo, “End Of A Perfect Day." gram, with Mrs. Barbara Haining ter, Mrs. William Estes, both of
MRS RENA CROWELL
Joseph Clary of will now be known as the "School Rev. John L. Howe, Sr., pastor, ily, in Friendship Sunday.
Sister Dow. Megunticook.
Solo. and Mrs. Adele Hopkins in charge Norwich, Vt.
Correspondent
Westerfield, Mass., was the best Lnprovement League" with anyone Sunday School 1 p. m. Sunday af
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw j
Joseph
Cormier,
Mt.
Pleasant.
Re

was held with Mrs. Minnie MoodyTelephone 250
marks. Past Master Gould, Megun winning the grand prize. Refresh man. Out of town guests were eligible to join upon payment of ternoon worship service 2.30. Sun were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur .
dues.
Mrs. Esther Mayo reported day evening service 7.30. Tuesday, Perry in Warren Monday night, j
ticook; Kr.ox Pomona Master ments were served by the hostess. Miss Edith Hary of Augusta. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Welt of
Miss Alice Morse. Washington. George Layre of Pioneer and Larry At the next meeting there will be Lucille Hary and daughter Marion on kitchen equipment and school Young People's service 730 p. m.
of Camden, and Mrs. Walter lunches. Mrs. Yvonne Oakes an Thursday Prayer and Praise Ser Rockport were guests Monday
D. C., is a guest of her parents Mr. Odell. Owl's Head Story, Thomas a covered dish supper.
Schmidt of Chicago and a group of nounced a dance woud be held in vice 7.30 p. m.
night of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
and Mrs. Charles Morse.
Winston. South Hope.
Engagement Announced
Norwich friends of the bride
the Towm Hall March 21. with Al
* • * *
Hare.
Mrs. Henry Hilton has returned
The next meetings of these Trav
Mrs. Hary is a graduate of Thet- bert Havener's orchestra.
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brown are
Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie A. Hewett of Rock
from Miles Memorial Hospital, eling Granges will be March 12 at
announcing the engagement of ford Academy, Thetford, Vt., and Eleanor Newbert was appointed Church, Rev. Merle S. Conant will land is celebrating her 85th birth-1
Damariscotta.
Sou-th Hope; March 21 at St. George
their daughter, Eleanor, of Boston, Burdett Business School. Mr. Hary nounced a dance would be held in prdach on the sermon therne "The day March 8 with her daughter.
Kenneth Creamer has been vis and Owl's Head. March 25.
Mass., to Edward R. Mulvihill, son graduated from Camden High Rockland. March 15 and Mrs. Wil Kingly- Christ.” Roger Dow will Mrs. Robert Pierce, 158 Blue Hill
iting his grandmother, Mrs. Nina
The meeting of March 10 which
of Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah J. Mul- School and attended the U. of M. liam Butman was appointed to play the organ numbers Chorale Parkway, Milton, Mass
Johnson.
was to be at Burkettville is post
The couple will reside in Boston take charge of card party to be held Prelude—"O Sacred Head Sur
The younger mothers of Glen j
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Walter have poned and will be sometime in vihill, also of Boston. Miss Brown
rounded” by Bach. “Village Sab- Cove met at the home of Mrs.
April 16.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ber April and will be announced in this attended Simmons College and where they both are employed.
Colby College and is a graduate of
nard York, Warren.
paper.
Catherine Gibbs school. She is in
Mrs. Earl Benner entertained
There will be Third and Fourth the Personel Division of Jordan
Camden Theatre
the We-So Club Friday evening.
(JCCKLAND
SUNDAY, MONDAY
Degrees at South Hope at our next i Marsh Co. Mr. Mulvihill is a
Raymond Comeau, Washington,
TODAY—BIG CASH NIGHT!
meeting and everyone is to furnish graduate of the Executive Train
AND
TUESDAY
Plus
Two
Exciting
Shows
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
D. C., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. hearty food or sweets towaid the
ing Course of Jordan Marsh Com
The Bowery Boys
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Charles Morse, Pine street.
slipper.
Ourdav ai 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
pany and is employed by that
lhe Streaking Arrows... The Savage Screams... Ifrfhen the Bugles'Blare
Mrs. Lincoln Orff and Mrs.
The winner for the evening was store. He served for three years in
SATURDAY, MARCH 8
Claude Fitch caled on Mrs. George
“LET’S GO NAVY”
South Hope, with 27 members pres the United States Army in the
Double Feature:
and Robert Ryan in
Vannah, Winslow Mills recently.
ent.
Mt. Pleasant was second ‘ European Area during World War
Dick Powell. Paula Raymond,
“
Best
Of the Badmen”
Anson Randolph, VWilkinsburg,
Adolphe Menjou in
with 24.
Plus
II.
Penn., is visiting his son and
"THE TALL TARGET”
"Roar Ot Iron Horse" Chap. 13
also on the program
and Mrs.
daughter-in-law. Dr.
Pastor’s Reception
Frankie Laine, Jerome Courtland
Franklin Randolph.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
The members ol the Chestnut
Terrv Moore in
Grab your gall Grab your
GarCharles Crowell and son
"SUNNY
SIDE
OF
Street
Baptist
Church
and
Parish
Watch For the
GAME PARTY
guy! Grab yourself two tickets
THE STREET"
land, Portsmouth, N. H., are spendare tendering a reception to the
to the Broadway Hit that’s got
In
Super
Cinecolor
Following
Big Hits
ing a few days with his parents,
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT Pastor. Rev. Melvin H Dorr, Jr.,1
everything! Torchy songs . . .
RBCSCNTBO BV Warner Bros
Sizzling Dances . . . High-volt
Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Crowell.
At the
in recognition of his 10 years of
COMING
SOON
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
HELEN*
HUGH
FORREST
MacLANE ;:~whi
age Loving . . . and a laugh for
MARCH 9-10
Miss Edna Sukeforth is in Au
service
to
his
church
and
the
com

“
The
Blue
VeU”
American Legion Home munity, at 7.30 on the evening of James Mason. Danielle Darrieux every light on Broadway.
mn
gusta attending the State Grange
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
Michael Rennie in
“TWO TICKETS TO
“Two Tickets To
Lecturer's Conference
FREE Bus leases Wood s Taxi Friday, March 14. the anniversary
“FIVE FINGERS”
.WILLIAM orInn *mni* lUMi ISOS.
BROADWAY”
Broadway”
Station. Winter St., at 7 00 and date of his first service.
Prize Speaking Contest
with
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
This is an informal gathering to
The contestants who will parti
"I Want You”
Tony Martin, Janet Leigh
MARCH 11-12-13
Today—“TREASURE OF LOST CANYON”
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.
greet the pastor and his family and
cipate in the finals of the Phil
Gloria DeHaven, Eddie Bracken
Van Heflin, Patricia Neal
3-S-tf
"The Greatest
Bob Crosby, Ann Miller
COMING SOON—"BELLE OF NEW YORK”
Gigi Perreau in
it is hoped that all their friends
brook prize sneakmg contest are i
A Gay Technicolor Moslcal
WFEKFND WITH FATHER"
I
Show
On Earth”
in
the
town
will
feel
free
to
join
(
Patricia Crowell, Etaine Hilton,

WALDO

0

*

THEATRE

RAY MILLAND
CARTER' MARLOWE TUCKER

•<

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 8, 1952
Expert Gathering

Social Matters

Will Discuss Every Phase Of
Hospital Operation In
Boston

Dorothy Breen has returned to
Mrs. Eula Gerrish is a patient at
South Portland after spending sev the Eastern Maine General Hospi
eral days with her father, John H. tal. Bangor.
Breen, and grandmother. Mrs. Rose
The Women’s Mission Circle of
Freeman, 17 Grove street.
the First Baptist Church met Wed
Donald B Neal, former clerk at nesday afternoon in the vestry for
The Thorndike Hotel, arrived yes a program meeting. Mrs. Ethelyn
terday to spend the week-end He Frohock, the vice president, pre
sided because of the illness of the
,is a guest at the Thorndike
president, Mrs. Caroline Mitchell.
Mrs. Gertrude Boody 'returned The program prepared by Mrs. Ag
Wednesday from Boston, where she nes Young, was on the problems
attended the Gift Show, in the in which hinder the work on the mis
sion fields. Participating In the
terest of Senter-Crane’s.
program were Mrs Frances Sherer,
Mrs Walter C Ladd was hostess Mrs. Corris Ranaall, Mrs. Ethelyn
to the Wednesday Night Club this Frohock and Miss Charlotte Cook
week for dessert-bridge at her home
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. held
on Beech street. Prizes in auction
an
evening meeting Monday at the
were won by Mrs. Gerald Margeson,
Mrs. Donald Perry and Mr Ray home of Mrs. Beulah Ames, Talbot
Foley. Mrs Foley won the door avenue. Eleven members and two
prize and Mrs Margeson the trav guests were present. After a short
business meeting Lloyd Daniels gave
eling prize
a most entertaining and informa
Judge and Mrs Zelma M Dwinal tive talk on Diamonds. An infor
and Mrs E. Carl Moran, Jr . are mal discussion followed. Refresh
spending six weeks in St Peters ments were served by the hostess
assisted by Mrs. Katherine St.
burg, Fla.
Clair, Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Mrs.
Mrs. Lizette Emery writes from Clara Watts and Mrs. Maud Blod
8t. Petersburg that when she and gett.
her sister, Mrs. Agnes Hodsdon,
The Rounds Grop of the Con
arrived from the Cape last Thurs
day at their cousin's. Mrs. Lucretia gregational Church will meet Wed
Coombs Thayer, they found Mrs nesday night at 730 in the church
Maud Eaton and Mrs. Bernice parlor Tot >ewing Hostesses *’>11
Havener were also guests of Mrs. be Mrs. Sarah Marsh Mrs. Julia
Keene and Mrs Margaret Barnard.
Thayer.

County Agent's
Corner
(Continued from Page F.vei
involves many specialties and pos
sible programs of study. The fouryear educational program in agri
culture at the University of Maine
includes training ln the following
fields.
Agricultural Economics and Farm
Management

The business side of agriculture
Involving such things as marketing,
packaging, credit, accounting, fi
nance, taxation, farm manage
ment and allied subjects.
Agricultural Education

Training to qualify for teaching
vocational agriculture in secondary
schools.
Agricultural Engineering

A combination of fundamental
engineering and agricultural sci
ence training directed towards the
present-day needs for trained men
in such activities as farm machinery and equipment development and
use. application of power to agri
culture, farm buildings and other
engineering phases of agriculture.
Animal Sciences

AU classes of livestock, ar.d pre-

Every phase of hospital operation will be examined by nationally
prominent experts at the annual
New England Hospital Assembly,
at Hotel Statler, Boston, March 24,
25. and 26. Subjects ranging from
efficient dealings with group hos
pitalization plans to improving hespital public relations are on the
program. The aim of the Confer
ence is to provide specific aid prac
tical suggestions and programs to
representatives of the 503 New
England hospitals, clinics, infirm
aries and allied institutions who
will attend.
Hospital safety is another major
topic with methods of dealing with
the ever glowing shortage of nurses
to receive careful attention. In ad
dition, several sessions and panel
discussions wil! be devoted to the
problems of maintaining and op
erating the hospital physical plant.
To be treated are: Dietetics, supply
and purchasing, laundry and house
keeping
Modern hospital equ-pment and
supplies will be exhibited at the
Statler by leading manufacturers
and suppliers
More than 100
booths will be set up for the pur
pose.

Maine residents serving on As
sembly Committees are: Frederick
T. Hill, M D . Thayer Hospital,
Donald M. Rosenberger Maine Gen
eral Hospital;
Me-rill Tolman,
Waldo County General Hospital,
Pearl R Fisher R. N„ Thayer Hos
pital; Dorothy Folta, Knox Hos
pital; Lawrence M. MacDougall,
Eastern Maine General Hospital,
and Dana S Thompson. Central
Maine Oeneral Hospital

veterinary training are included *n
the animal science. This training
emphasizes the relationship be
tween modern scientific knowledge
and the successful production and
utilization of livestock and live
stock products.
a living and to enjoy that living
General Agriculture
3, Many good Joib opportunities
Broad non-speclallzed
training ln the various phases of agricul
, with emphasis on both general ed* ture are available for well quali
ucatlon and agriculture.
fied college graduates.
Natural Sciences
4. The University of Maine of
Specialized training in bacteri fers excellent training in agricul
ology, biochemistry, botany and en ture at a reasonable cost.
tomology offers excellent career OP*
Start planning ahead It is never
portunities for capable students too early to be thinking about the
with an interest-in these areas.
future. Lf you are able to go to Or
Plant Sciences
ono, by all means plan to look over
Field, vegetable, fruit, canning the facilities of the College of Ag
and processing and greenhouse riculture and meet some of the
crops and the soil sciences are in staff members in your field of in
cluded in this area. Emphasis on terest. Write to Associate Dean W
the application of science to the C. Libby, College of Agriculture,
effective production of crops and University of Maine, Orono, Me.
i upon the management and conGilbert' Jaeger, County Agent
! servation of soil resources.
“The real ‘price of .peace’ is to be
If you are in high or preparatori’
sc..ool and if you have an interest found only in a sense of willingness
in any of the many and varied to sacrifice the non-essential for the
essential, that it may be possible for
fields of agriculture, remember:
. 1. College training in the long the United States to meet the press
run will improve your opportuni ing requirements of swift rearma
ment without inflicting severe dam
ties for a successful career,
2. College training in agricul age to the economic structure of
ture will provide both specialized the nation and of the families that
knowledge and broad general train are its components." Ansonia
ing to make you better able to earn (Conn.) Sentinel.

EMBLEM CLUB INSPECTED

I’rominent in the official inspection of the Rockland Emblem Club
Thursday evening vere Mrs. Adah Roberts, president and Mrs. George H
Martelle cf Portland, district deputy (westl, right, who made her offi
cial visitation. In back are .Mrs. June Swanson and Mrs. Velzora Plourde
who were installed as recording secretary and organist respectively.

The Rockland Emblem Club held leen Spruce and Myrtle Nelson,
its regular meeting Thursday evePresident Roberts also appointed
ning at the Elks Home.
Mrs. Alice Stilphen and Geneva RichGeorge H. Martelle, Supreme Dis ardson as chairman and co-chair
trict Deputy 'Westi of Portland, man of the nominating committee
made her official visitation. She I Those elected from the floor were
was accompanied by Acting Su Ruth Ames, Frances Richardson
preme Marshal. Mrs Clifford J. and Evelyn Ludwig
Welch, and Mrs Harold H Mac
Election of officers wil be held
Leod, acting supreme chaplain; also . at the next meeting, March 20,
Mrs. Edward T. Colley and Mrs. and annual reports from officers
Theodore Powers were guests from and committee chairmen.
the Portland Emblem Club
A report of the Seafoods Festival
Initiation of candidates Marga- j meetings was given by President
ret Carr and Mildred Thompson, I Roberts and Ruth Cross
was conducted by Mrs Martelle
Directly following the meeting,
Directly following initiation Mrs. I refreshments were served with
Martelle with the assistance of her Myra Watts, chairman and her
supreme acting suite installed Mrs. ' committee, Carmine Kaler. Dorothy
Velzora Plourde, organist, and Mrs. J Monson and Betty Guay
June Swanson, recording secretary. ,
The Rockland club w as compli- j
OWL'S HEAD
inented for its order and accom- 1
Mrs. Josephine Knowton, who
plishrr.ents during the short time
spent the past four months in San
It has been organized.
Fernando, Calif., as guest of Mr.
President Adah Roberts made the
following appointments: auditing j and Mrs. J. H. Palmer, has returned
committee, Noela Simmons, Mado- home
Charming Stork Shower
lyn Weeks and Pauline Schofield.,
Committee for the food sale to be | Mrs. Shirley Thompson of In
held March 29, Adah Roberts, graham Hill was honor guest at
chairman, Bernice Holbrook, Ber a stork shower given by Mrs. Ellena
nice Dunbar, Gladys Rokes, Kath- Fredette and Mrs. Helen Harvey at
X x-x-xx.

The
Children’s Corner

SCRAPBOOK FACTS
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow-

ALL•
Thrilling—that cry! It seems to harness the
power of a locomotive to the wheels of time.

Ominous, though! It is a solemn reminder
that opportunities which are allowed to pass
can never be overtaken.
Next Sunday, in many a church across the
land, the sexton will glance at his watch, then
raise his hand to toll the tower-bell—a peal
both thrilling and ominous.

For in Church a man can link his soul to the
ageless, eternal Truth. And the deep, stirring
experience will carry him into new adventures
in happy, fruitful living.

Such an opportunity no man may lightly let
pass. It is the road to peace and blessing for
ALL.

Ifor THE CHURCH

The Church is the greatest lac.
lor on earth Ilor the build.ng cl
tor
character and <good citizensWp. It
is a storehouse ol spiritual values
Without a atroi
strong Church, neither
democracy noi
nor civilization can
survive.
BUtvive. There
Ther. are lour sound
reasons
reasons why ev
every person should
attend
attend services regularly ar.d suc
port
cor! the Churc
Church.
They are (!)
For his own
0WI? sSait*' (2) For
children's
hildren s sake.
sake
(3) For the sake
ol his communit
community and nauon
14)
For
or the sake of the Church itself
which
'hich needs
neecs hu
his noial and naterial
mol support
Plan to go to
church regular!)
"mu r,;9ulari'/ and read your
Bible daily.

Book
Sunday
Gent
Monday.
Psal
Tuesday
Matt
Wednesday.. Luxe
Thursday.. .Jo1—

Friday
Saturday

One of the names on the roster
of our Hall of Fame (1900) is a
Maine native, the beloved authorpoet Henry Wadsworth Longfel
low. He was the son of a promi
nent Portland. Maine, lawyer,
Stephen Longfellow.
Henry was born in Portland.
Maine, 1807. His father was bom
in Gorham, Maine. He had a
brother Samuel, who was a Uni
tarian clergyman and also a poet.
Samuel was very fond of his fa
mous brother and In 1886 wrote two
volumes about Henry titled "Life
Of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow."
Your writer's flrst acquaintance
with the name of this illustrious
poet, came at an early age when,
at my mother’s knee, I listened to
"Between the dark and the day
light, when the night is beginning
to lower, comes a pause in the day’s
occupation, that is known as the
•Children’s Hour’.’’
In later schooldays, "The Village
Blacksmith,” “The Song Of Hiawa
tha,” “Paul Revere's Ride," "The
Wreck Of The Hesperus," and
probably one of his best-known
works, 1’Evangeline," A tale of
Acadia, was both work and pleas
ure to me.

Tops in

Chapter Verses

Revelation 7

16-22
Ml
33-37
29-34
47-51
23-27
947

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
142 MAIN ST,
TEL. 7(1
51-S-tf

Henry graduated from Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine in
1825. Among his classmates was
Nathaniel Hawthorne (another au
thor of the Hall of Fame), Frank
lin P,erce, later President of the
United States, Edward Preble, son
of Commodore Preble, hero of our
war with Tripoli, and William Pitt
Peceenden. who later became a sec
retary to Abraham Lincoln.
Upon his graduation from college,
Longfellow traveled and studied
in Europe for several years, then
became a professor at Bowdoin.
Again, a few years later, he went
to Europe to study and upon his
return he went to Cambridge, Mass
where he became a professor of
modem languages at Harvard Col
lege. He taught at Harvard for
nearly 20 years.
After leaving Harvard, he con
tinued to live in Cambridge be
cause of the many friends he had
made there.
The rest of his
earthly life was devoted to writing,
that which he loved to do best.
We believe that Longfellow was,
and perhaps still is, America’s
most widely read poet. His works
have been translated into many
languages, and to many Europeans,
as well as Americans, his poems
have been a solace and inspiration.
His human touch has endeared
him to us all. It was Longfellow
who seeing Florence Nightingale as
a Modern Saint Filomena, first
termed her the "Lady- with a
Lamp.”
To his work, columns could be
devoted, and quoting from the
last stanza of his “Children's Hour”
we will close, hoping and praying:
That God will keep him forever,
Yes, forever and a day.
Till the walls shall crumble to ruin,
and moulder in dust away.

Union Methodists

Special Speakers Planned
For Tuesday Evening At
Methodist Church

MRS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 85

ALL ABOARD!

THE CHURCH FOR ALL . . .

_________ Page Sevw
ed as moderator and Mrs Vera Bo
man as Town Clerk

Mrs. Marjorie Griffin entertained
the Night Cappers Wednesday night
for lunch and an evening passed
with cards. Mrs. May Davis and
Mrs. Mary Ewell were special
guests and also won the honors at
cards.
Mrs. Edith Vinal is gue6t of her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs Ronald Gillis at Rockland
Mrs May Tolman has returned
from North Weymouth, Mass.
where -he ha. been the guest for
several weeks of her sister and
brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs Leigh
Williams.
Everyone should hear about
’he new attendance contest in the
lunior and Intermediate Depart
ments of the Union Church Sunfay School, which will begin next
Sunday. March 9.
Mrs Wenonah Peterson was hos
tess to the Night Hawks Wednes
day night for lunch and a delight
ful social evening, passed with
handiwork of various kinds.
Joseph Laundre of Boston ar.d
A C. Moore of Portland have been
guests this week at “The Millers."
Mrs. Linnie Smith is guest of
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr
and Mrs. Maynard Smith at Rock
land, for several weeks.
The Sunday School classes at
Union Church with Mrs. Dorothy
Melin and Mrs. Ruth Arey as teach
ers, have recently held an attend
ance contest which the boys won.
They were given a party by the girls
Tuesday night at the church ves
try as a reward. The evening was
happily passed with games and
music and refreshments of ice
cream and cake enjoyed.

Tuesday evening at 7.45 the first
weekday service of the Week o*
Dedication will be held in the
People's Methodist Church
of
Union.
The speakers of the evening are
Mrs Willard Howard, who will
speak on the subject "God Does
the Work”; the pastor, who will
speak on the subject. “What Makes
You the Person You Are ”; and Mr.
Alexander Hardie who will speak
on the subject "Your Money Is
You."
The service will be informal
Colby College is to have a two- with everyone expected to take
day extension course for Medical part Plan to ask fcr your favorite
Record Librarians, directed by Dr. hymn so that we may all Join in
Frederick Hill, Thayer Hospital. singing it with you. The purpose
March 21-22. Conference registrar of the service is to help us all to
is Alice M. Knr.e, record librarian j achieve a greater experience of the
at the Thayer. Lecturers wil be: fellowship which is ours as Christ
Dr. Irvmg Goodof. Floris A Lent, ians, and to realize the presence of
medical records contultar.t, Bing God in our everyday lives and in
ham Associates Fund, James Reed, all the activities which we under
attorney-at-law Augusta, Donald take.
It is through just such a service
Rosenberger, administrator, Maine
General Hospital and Dr. John F. that you may come to realize what
place you have in helping to build
Reynolds, Waterille.
the Kingfldoni ol God among men
-KCOH—
A lovely cloth scrap bock, was —the part you may play ln build
made by Mrs Kent Glover's Sunday ing a world of understanding and
School Class in the Congregational peace, a world in which your chil
Church. The boys and girls who dren and your children’s children
made it were. Brian Harden, Alan may live without fear, withoat dis
Kunesh, Linda Brewer, Donna Has trust, without hatred and bitter
kell. Betty Bitler, Steven Lewis, war. Think it over. Then come
De'cby French, Robert Kwapisgew- to this service and find out lor
skr, Jerry NewhaL. Richard Harden, yourself what it can mean.
Rev. John A Baxter,
Jr., Mary Ware, Johnny Lamb. Alli
Pastor.
son Novicka, Betty Bird. Sally

Morse, Johny Hopkins and James
Mathieson.

Critics' Verdict

—KCOH—

Mrs. Helen Norwood. Warren,
brought In a supply of magazines “A Streetcar Named De
sire,” Movie. Won the
which Included Better Living. See.
Evening Meeting Union Church
Look, Colliers, Time, American
Nationwide Poll
The Church Night meeting Wed
Rifleman. Post, and McCall, all cur
nesday night at Union Church was
“A Streetcar Named Desire” and
rent Issues.
held under the direction of the
three of its players are winners in
-KCOH—
Board of Deacons, David Duncan,
Mrs. Blanchard Smith, 6 Lincoln an Associated Press nationwide
chairman, Harvard Burgess, Harry street, brought in some magazines,
poll of movie critics.
Coombs, Eugene Burgess. Mrs Car and books.
Reviewers on member newspa
rie Barrett, Mrs Gracie Lawry.
KCGH—
Harvard Burgess acted as leader
Mrs. Dorothy Conway, maid in ; pers and radio stations picked the
of the meeting, which opened with the dietary department, was admit Tennessee Williams tragedy as the
inging of hymns by the congre ted to the hospital Monday.
best film of 1951. They voted its
—KCOH—
gation, followed by prayer by Rev.
The “Flu Eug" is going around stars, Marlon Brando and Vivien
Stackhouse: hymn by congregation;
Leigh, top honcA among starring
Scripture reading. Mrs. Bennett; Few have escaped it this past sev
actors and actresses Karl Malden,
eral
weeks.
Some
employes
and
hymn, congregation; reading. Mrs.
Lawry; vocal solo, Mrs. Dorothy nurses have had to remain off duty, who played Miss Leigh's suitor in
Bennett: hymn, congregation; bene due to the flu, even the doctors have the powerful drama, won among
supporting actors.
diction, Rev. W S. Stackhouse. Fol been affected
Lee Grant, the scared shoplifter
—KCOH—
lowing the meeting motion pictures
hauled into a New Pork police sta
Mrs.
Reita
Holden
brought
in
of the Exposition at Springfield,
tion in “Detective Story," was first
Mass., were shown, after which a leaflets, “Call To Prayer,” to be used
in the supporting actress field.
on
World
Dav
of
Prayer.
Feb.
29.
j
social hour was enjoyed and re
These were given to the patients on • “Streetcar” collected 69 votes,
freshments served.
followed by "A Place in the Sun,"
their breakfast trays.
Douglas' Party
61, and "Detective Story," 21 1-2.
- KCOHDouglas, son of Mr and Mrs. Fa
Following the heavy snowstorm, (A few reviewers divided their pre
bian Rosen. Jr., celebrated his fifth the town trucks came to the hospi ferences between two pictures.)
birthday, March 2, with a party at tal and cleared the sidewalks and “An American in Paris" had 17,
the home of his great aunt, Mrs. road, in front of the buildings. It "Quo Vadis" 9>.
Herbert Patrick at Rockland, where was impossible for the doctors and
Brando's winning total was 37 1-2
with his parents, he ha6 been visitors to D3rk their cars, due to votes. Next came Arthur Kennedy
spending the Winter. The after the large banks of snow, and slip !'“Bright Victory”! 38; Kirk Dougnoon was merrily passed with pery roads.
j las (“Detective Story") 26 1-2 Fredgames, each guest winning prizes.
ric March (“Death of a Salesman")
—KCOH—
Douglas received many nice gifts.
Admissions: Mrs.. Viola Mahonen, ■22; Montgomery Clift <"A Place in
Refreshments of ice cream, cookies Spruce Head; Sydney Davis, Port the Sun”) 20.
and a large prettily decorated Clyde. Emma Greenlaw, North Ha
Miss Leigh won 99 1-2 votes, had
birthday cake made by Douglas ven; Nellie Tracy, city; Mrs. Eliza the biggest total in any category.
great- great-grandmother, Mrs. beth Bunker. North Haven; Mrs. Following were Jane Wyman ("The
Margie Chilles and delicious Swed Hanna Saastamoinen. Thomaston; Blue Veil”) 47; Shelley Winters (“A
ish pastry, made by his grandmother Philip Hilt, Union; Mrs. Mathilda Place in the Sun") 46: Judy HolliMrs. Fabian Rosen, Sr., were much Tolman. Warren; Walter Snowman, ' day ("Born Yesterday") 10 1-2 and
enjoyed. Present were: Ivan Erick Owl's Head; John Emery, city; Eleanor Farker (“Detective Story")
son, Joey Hughes, Ida Lawry, Sallie Dorothy Conway, city: Mary Lar nine.
The poll representing a crossStinson, Mark Young. Linda Mc rabee, city: Arlene Stetson, Union;
, section of critical opinion, brought
Auliffe. The young guests were ac Joseph Fournier, Owl's Head.
fcallots from 241 reviewers on A. P.
—KCOH—
companied by their mothers, who
Discharges: Mrs. Mary Heino, member newspapers and radio staalso enjoyed the happy occasion.
Rockland; Mrs. Madline Eaton, I tions in 44 states and Alaska.
Mother and Daughter flub
Mrs. Gladys Coombs was hostess Waldoboro; Mrs. Gladys Blom,
Important information. The ma
to the Mother and Daughter Club Spruce Head: Albert Dlrion, Union;
jority of men judge a woman’s age
Mrs.
Jessie
Dyer.
North
Haven;
Tuesday at her home on High
by her hair. Women pay no attenstreet, with all members present. Mrs. Ella Webel, Warren; Mrs. I tion to the color of another female’s
The afternoon was devoted to sew Daisy Nichols, city; William Flint, hair when figuring her age. They
ing and supper was served by the Jr. Thomaston; Mrs. Helen Korpi ' judge by the chin, the elbows and
hostess. The feature of the eve nen, city;
Maynard Brown. Thomaston; the knees.—E. V. Durling's column.
ning was a Penny Sale, after which
Mrs.
Virgie Lewis and baby boy,
a make-believe Town Meeting was
held, with much enthusiasm mani-< city: Mrs. Gladys Mills and baby
fested. Mrs. Marion Littlefield act- boy, Tenant's Harbor; George Nye,
city; Mrs. Hazel Savoy, city; Mrs.
This Week’s
::
Mrs. Fredette's Ash Point home. Madlyn Gallant and baby girl, city:
Hit Parade by Decca
The plastic tree, which served as a Mrs. Mary Maki. Thomaston; Clif :
centerpiece on the gift table, was ton Marshall Tenant’s Harbor; [Tell Me Why
H
Four Aces;!
hung with tiny baby dolls, repre William Farrar, city; Mrs. Helen |
senting Mrs. Thompson's family Fogarty and baby girl, city; Mrs. [The W heel e< Fortune
.Arthur Pry sock[[
tree
Sandwiches, cake, coffee, Ida Clark, city; Mrs. Katherine
! Little White Cloud That
brownies, punch, were served by Coburn, city.

i SENTER-CRANE’S ii

Mrs. Belle Robarts, Mrs Inez Mont
gomery and Mrs. Athleen Pease, as
sisting hostesses. Present: Mrs. Bele
Robarts, Mrs. Crystal Butman. Mrs.
Mary Brown, Mrs. Frances Mont
gomery, Mrs. Mary Dyer. Mrs.
Josephine Kr.owlton, Mrs. Frances
Norton, Mrs. Amy Payson, Mrs.
Inez Montgomery. Mrs. Caroline Da
vis, Mrs. Ruth Taylor, Mrs. PollyThompson. Mrs. Helen Harvey. Mrs.
Vera Mathieson, Mrs. Margaret
Knowlton, Mrs. Ellery Nelson, Mrs.
Lucille McConchie, Mrs. Minnie
Witham. Mrs. Athleen Pease, Mrs.
Effie Dyer,
Mrs. Florence McConchie, Mrs.
Madelyn. Benner, Mrs. Olietta Ford,
Miss Evelyn Thompson, Mrs. Ger
aldine MoConchie. Sending gifts,
but unable to attend were: Mrs. F.
M. Thompson, Mrs. Ann Karl, Mrs.
Susie Spear. Mrs. Ralph Everett.
Mrs. Eleanor Mathieson, Mrs. Cora
Bergren and Mrs. Esther Rackliff.

;

"We do not feel that it takes an
ethics professor or a student of the
Bible to know that acceptance by
an official or gifts for special fa
vors is wrong, that using a govern
ment position to further his own
private financial interest or his
business interests or his friends’ or
campaign contributors' interest is
wrong.”—Lewistown (Pa.) Sentinel.
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Chamber Of Commerce Pre
sents Report From Wash
ington

of Ships and Men

j The hottest argument in Con- gress today is nearly 40 years old.
! It is about universal military

John M Richardson

C.-G. READERS GET A PREVIEW

vis. All this time giant seas were
hitting the rescue craft, and it was
only after great difficulty that the
second man was brought aboard.
Then the dangerous trip back to
Port Clyde began. Because of the
expert seamanship of Weston Gam
age the craft reached the main
land, where a rush call was sent
for the Rockland firemen. Although
those aboard the rescue craft had
tried desperately for hours to re
live the two men the firemen took
up where the Coast Guardsmen had
left off, neither Haigh nor Davis
was brought back to life.
Fisherman Davis was 30 years
old and came from Pleasant Point,
while the Portsmouth lobsterman,
Haigh, was 38. It is said that many
of the Monhegan fishermen, on
hearing of the tragedy, voluntarily
tore up their checks which Haigh
and Davis had given them earlier
that day, checks which paid for the
lobsters lost when the two men
died.
• • ♦ •
Meanwhile, down off the shores
of Cape Cod. the captains of two
'ankers of the T-2 type were about
[ to enter a storm area which was
soon to become unusually violent
j and turbulent. Both ships, buiit
during World War II, were 504 fee’
long and had a gross tonnage of
over 10,000
The Pendleton was constructed
at the Henry Kaiser shipyard at
Portland, Oregon, while the Fort
Mercer had been built at the Sun
Shipyard at Chester, Pennsylvania.
Years before, because of the
great number of sailing vessels
wrecked annually off the Massa
chusetts Coast, the famous Cape
Cod Canal had been constructed at
great expense At first the freight
er and tankers all used the new
passageway, -but as the ships grew
larger and larger it became more
of a problem to arrive at the canal
so that the craft drawing thirty
feet could get through before low
water for the low-water depth of
the canal is 39 feet. Another rea
son why some vessels avoided the
canal was the fact that the captairis could set an offshore course
and go to bed at night, while if
they went through the canal, it
would mean continued vigilance.
In any case, regardless of their
reason for not using the canal, the
two tankers were sailing off thc
dangerous shores of Cape Cod when
the storm caught them, the Port
Mercer about 30 miles out to sea
and the Pendleton in the general
vicinity of the Pollock Rip Light
ship. The stage was set for a twin
disaster unique in the annals of
shipping and the sea.
(To be continued)

training.
The late Senator George E.
Chamberlain (D-Ore.) started it
in 1915 when, as chairman of
the, old Senate Military Affairs
Committee, he proposed that all
males between 12 and 23 be liable
for military training. The proposal
By Ralph W. Tyler
died after considerable furor but
has been revived spasmodically in
The 1952 edition of National way and many of these habits aro
various forms during the inter
Wildlife Federation conservation bad ones.
vening years
• » • ♦
Much of the protest to Chamber stamps are out. This years sheet of
How I came to make the obser
lain's proposal came from mothers. stamps represents 34 subjects of vance that mid-Summer was not
Today much of the antt-UMT cor bird, animal, fish and still life,
so far off from this cold Winter
respondence being received by
vividly colored reproductions from (town meeting day) was in figuring
members of Congress is coming
what chances the crows I watched
from mothers. The big difference printings by the country's leading
this morning have of getting their
is that while mothers could not outdoor life artists.
young onto a cornpatch for a ses
vote in 1915, today there are more
An accompanying folder lists sion of corn pulling before the
women than men of voting age in other items of the Federation suit
plants were too tall to be tooth
the country.
some.
That is a difference to be con able for use in schools and nature
| Even with this early start I don't
sidered in connection with current classes anywhere.
believe they can make lt, for al
UMT debate in this national elec
Over the last 12 years I have an
though they mature fast outwardly /
tion year and many members of almost complete collection of these
! they are constantly dependent up
Congress are considering it.
stamps.
on the old ones to feed them until
Basically, the proposal currently
The Maine Fish and Game As
being debated in Congress calls for sociation in which the two sports they are quite adept at flying and
putting all physically fit men Into mens clubs of Knox County are af appear even larger than their par
UMT at age 18 for six months of filiated is now a full member in ents.
Cruising through the early Sum
training, followed by seven and a the National Wildlife Federation,
mer woods you will come upon
half years In the reserve forces
which is represented by every State
The Senate will be guided largely in the Union. Headquarters is in them perched on low hanging limbs
by what the House does. Chairman Washington, D. C., and the Con shining like black glass bottles,
Russell (D-Ga.) of the Senate servation News Letter which b re looking ever so dumb and blinking
Armed Services Committee predicts leased periodically shows you what their blue eyelids over bright eyes
victory for UMT. Senator Taft our government and more than and never saying a word until the
(R-Ohio), Senate Republican pol three million organized sportsmen i old ones appear with food.
Before they come to know what
icy leader, opposes UMT now.
are doing to provide our National fear is they are taught to sit per
Pro and con, the main general resources.
fectly still whatever comes. They
arguments in Congress about UMT
* • » •
are not always obedient, however,
run like this:
Roundabout reports from Alford
For: Congress in authorizing a Lake indicate better than usual and often get into trouble.
An amusing sight is to see them
commission last year to recommend
Winter fishing there this season. trying to catch grasshoppers.
a UMT program endorsed the prin
Two recent brooktrout stockings at
Young crows if raised by human
ciple of UMT.
the request of the Knox County
hand make intelligent pets but not
Against: It did not. Congress
Fish and Game Association has
only agTeed to explore the subject provided some action so I am told. always desirable ones They are
possess) d of a wide variety of misfurther.
Indications at present look like cheivous pranks particularly the
For: It’s every citizen's duty to
some delay in ice-out dates on the
strafing of bright objects such as
defend his country and UMT would
waters of this area but an extend
jewelry and glass. They dislike cats
distribute this obligation most
ed period of mild weather would
and will make life' wretched for
equitably.
have a decaying action on ice now
one who shares the dooryard with
Against: There would be no
covered with snow, but once turned
them.
equity when some men were being
to slosh a hard freeze would add
The late Alt Prescott of Camden
drafted for 24 months while others
six inches to the present thickness.
who was caretaker at the huge
were given only six months of
Years ago we often fished into
Borden Summer estate had a tame
UMT. Moreover, UMT means that
April on Winter ice, but late icecrow which was known to "swipe”
nearly every American boy at 18
out seemed to make open water
things from around the grounds.
would lose his individual freedom
fishing better.
: One day I saw him make several I
for eight years.
Snowshoeing over drifts from six
For: UMT would help create a
trips to a broken off tree neear the
to ten feet deep this morning it
strong reserve of non-veterans
cottage.
suddenly dawned on me that Au
available for quick mobilization.
When I raided the hideout I
gust 1st is only 159 days away.
The alternative is indefinite, ex
found in a small depression where
pensive maintenance of standing
a limb had broken off, four agate
I'd been watching a pair of
armed forces, indefinite extension
marb'es a brass wood screw and
crows hunting for a nesting place
of the draft and continued reliance
an aluminum dog tag. He must
and trying to figure out how in the
upon veterans as reserves.
have seen me snooping however, for
"Sam Hill” they were ever going to
Against: There is no guarantee
when I looked again a few days la
have time to raise a family and get
that UMT would bring appreciable
ter all had been removed.
them onto a nearby corn patch for
reduction of the standing forces
Manj' naturalists say they can
the first lesson of plain and fancy
But there are indications that it
tell whether a man carries a gun
would require large additional ex com pulling while the corn sprouts and they can count up to three.
were young and tender.
penditures after the present emer
Unfortunate that such an intelli
The crow is the earliest of our
gency passes UMT would only be a
gent bird should have such a bad
native
birds
to
raise
a
family
in
procurement program for the re
reputation.
•• * *
serve forces—with no guarantee of the Spring and I have often come
upon the old one covering the eggs
Was surprised one morning last
well-trained reserves.
For: The duration of the present in some tree top nest with a half week to find a huge bug in one of
emergency is incalculable and there inch of falling snow across her my minnow traps. Its folded wings
is always the possibility that the shoulders. Crows generally mate were encased in dark brown or ma
cold war will get hot. Thus, trained very early and whether leap year roon colored armor-plate so hard
manpower is the key to prepared or not there is a significant deter that he sounded like a rock when
mination among the females to get dropped into an empty pall.
ness.
the
mate they want.
Against: The threat of total war
The bug, an aquatic creature I
High in some treetop a desirable had never met before was also very
has been exaggerated to speed ac
ceptance of UMT If war did come, male caws loudly to the world that much alive, so I brought him home
the atom bomb and other new he seeks a mate and he gets many for identification by Clyde Fischer.
weapons would preclude thc use of an offer.
Indeed he was no less than one
Before long two or three dark Eelostomatidae or Giant Water
large armies This country's real
armed might lies in its superior complected lady crows are swoop Bug. A terrifying, carniverous in
weapons, equipment and produc ing madly at each other and making sect which lives on tadpoles and
a great commotion while he sits
tive capacity.
small fish and can inflict a pain
For: In past wars we were inade and preens his feathers.
ful puncture on humans.
How the final selection is made I
quately prepared and suffered
They emerge from water once a
needless casualties because men never found out, but after much year and arc often found around <1
double-talk
and
fancy
flying
about
had to be sent into combat with
street lights. Yet they are powerful
one of the aspirants alights beside
out enough training.
swimmers in which two large
him
on
his
lofty
perch
and
the
Against: With only six months
webbed legs propel them through
of UMT training, a man would re deal is closed.
the water.
Strange,
too,
a
mated
pair
remain
quire considerable refresher In
They grow as large as 2 3-4 in
faithful
throughout
the
breeding
struction—probably thc equivalent
ches long and an inch wide.
of basic training—if ordered to ac season and sometimes for life, yet it
During my process of learning his
tive duty after four to seven years is generally considered that they identity he managed to escape
in the reserve. That would be have but few other desirable attri» homewhere In the house.
especially true if he was not in butes.
I haven’t slept well since.
Perhaps man, widlife’s most de
an active reserve unit.
For: The only way to develop structive predators has unjustly
"It is said that a politician car
a strong reserve of non-veterans— placed the tag of suspicion on the stand anything but ridicule. Tht
and it would not be fair to con crow. He is a most intelligent bird housecleaning of the government—
tinue recalling veterans—is to use and capable of being of great aid the promised ‘drastic actio*’ of Mr
UMT in eliminating the present to the agricultural areas in parti Truman—is rapidly becoming ridi
drought of volunteers for the cular, but he is a victim of habits culous."—Providence (R. I.) Jour
which get him a living the easiest nal.
reserve forces.
Against: No reserve plan will be
successful until the Pentagon stops
I
regarding the reserve forces as un
important stepchildren.
Precious Heirlooms
For: UMT training would be good
for young men and every possible
Can be Used-Now
safeguard for their welfare is pro
vided in pending legislation.
Against: Regardless of safe
Give your living room a lovely
guards, military life exposes young
mellow touch with that antique
men to vice and corruption. It
also produces regimented thinking,
now in the attic. Just send It te
which is the wrong preparation for j
me for expert refurbishing at mini
free citizenship.
UMT's fate this year will depend .
mum cost.
upon which of those arguments
prevail.
H. JOHN NEWMAN

bert's very much. Russell's was not
at all melodic, but apparently more
for tone and color, I would say.
Ar.yway I didn't appreciate it.
"Tonight in the Dallas Dally
Times Herald I read the article or
review of the concert given by Hor
owitz, pianist, and the Dallas Sym
phony Think you will enjoy lt.
The critic. Sa e. sterns to be be
side himself gropir. for the words
to express himself '
Clifforl Sage Is the Amusement
Editor for the Dallas paper men
tioned. and he certainly went "all
out" fcr Horowitz. He started off
with ' Nothing like this—absolutely
othtns—has ever happened in any
Dal'as auditorium during our 18
months a.s.e service with this news
paper— It remained for the youth
fully ebullient 48-year-old Horo
witz—fo perform a seldom-seen
miracle of human transmutation.
"Horowitz held an overflowing
audience of 2801 normally inhibi
ted music lovers In a blissful state
of thrnl'.iiom punctuated by thuncrous applause between movements,
then finally brought them to their
feet in a body, shrieking, whistling
and slapping their hands raw for a
full ten minutes.
"Dozens left their seats in the
A fascinating preview of Edgar Rowe Snow’s “Great Gales and Dire
rear of the auditorium and ran Disasters" is offered Courier-Gazette readers today in Steamboat Yams
down the aisles applauding wildly, when Lieut. Snow tells of the heroic battle of the Coast Guard to save
screaming their approval as they the crews of two split tankers off Cape Cod in the February gale.
came, in a wonderfully unselfconsclous fashion all too infrequently "GREAT GALES and DIRE DISASTERS"
inspired in concert halls. Others
[THE TWO TANKER GALE OF 1952]
stood at their seats in silent, rever
Herewith starts an outstanding bit of virile sea literature from the
gifted pen of Edward Rowe Snow. This is a preview of a section of his
ential tribute.
book “Great Gales and Dire Disasters” due to be published next
What pgllid nouns will classify newest
August.—Ed.
the sublime, individual tonal ef
In February' of 1952 the waters thirty-foot lobster boat filled with
fects Horowitz is capable of pro
ducing? What superlatives can off New England were swept by a water as the waves crashed over
glorify superlatively enough the ex devas’ing snowstorm, a gale which the sides, and the two men were
An announcement comes to me alting character and subtle color left deatn and disaster in its swept off into the boiling sea
of the 18th season of the Metropil- ations of his brilliantly comprehen wake It was a hurricane which Smce they were both wearing life
itan Opera in Boston (Boston Op sive interpretation?" and so on. caused damage all along the coast, preservers, they did not drown, but
drifted away from the swamped
era House i from April 21 through My! My!
with the first hint of trouble com
• • • •
boat, which still floated in the surf,
April 27.
ing from Rockland, Maine.
Recalling that the article from
her spray hood breaking the sur
The repertoire yill be: April 21:
On Sunday, February 17, 1952,
"Aida," with Milanov, Thebom. the Wall Street Journal which I the parents of lobsterman Harland face of the sea from time to time.
Leonard Warren, Jerome Hines. mentioned in last week’s column Davis became worried about the
Meanwhile the Coast Guard at
April 22: "Gianni Scliicchi" with spoke of the influence of concerts gathering indications of a serious Burnt Island had been alerted. OfRoberta Peters. Baccaloni; also for children on the upturn in seri storm. They decided to telephone ftcer-in-Charge Weston Gamage
“Salome” with Welitch, Harshaw. ous music, it is of interest to note across to Monhegan Island where started out with his rescue crew at
Svar.hclm April 23: (Matinee) that Eorls Goldovsky known to so their son and James B. Haigh of once for Old Man Ledge, where he
“Carmen” with Rise Stevens. Rich many in this section, is to direct a Portsmouth. N. H., were buying lob believed the greatest danger exist
ard Tucker, Guarrera. April 23: concert for children in Biddeford sters for Mondays market. Unfor ed.
(Evening) “Manon,” with Bidu on Msrch 11 in St. Joseph Parish tunately, by thc time Davis’ par
The thirty-eight foot surfboat
Sayao, Jerome Hines April 24: "11 Hall. This civic and educational ents had attempted to communi soon arrived near the ledge, and it
Trovatore,” with Bilanov, Harshaw, event will be offered free of charge cate with Monhegan, the two men was not long before Gamage de
Robert Merrill. April 25: ' Die Meis- to children in the 6th, 7th and 8th had purchased their lobsters, six tected tne spray hood of the
tersinger,” with Eleanor Steber, grades of the public and parochial thousand pounds, and started back swamped lobster
craft. Several
Svanholm, Janssen. April 26: (Mat schools of Biddeford, Saco, Alfred, to Port Clyde on the mainland.
lobster crates were floating in the
inee) "Rigoletto” with Gueden, Kennebunk. Kennebunkport and
Reaching the vicinity of the Old vicinity, but there was no sign of
Tucker, Warren. Hines. April 26: Sanford.
Man Ledge off Burnt Island, the life on or near the boat.
The item does not detail what
(Evening) “Cavalleria Rusticana"
The Coas' Guardsmen began to
with Resnik, Miller, Votipka and Goldovsky's plans are, but knowing
so that among artists assured are maneuver in the vicinity cruising
"Pagliacci” with
Rigal, Vinay, the man and his brilliant back Rudolf Serkin, one of our great pi
in ever-increasing circles, until fi
Guarrera. April 27 (Matinee only) ground. one knows it will be an in anists, and the Rochester Sym
nally Gamare sighted the body of
“La Boheme” with Albanese. Pat spiring and entertaining activity. phony I believe there will be six
"This being general election j’ear,
James Haigh, clad in a khaki life
Goldovsky
is
winning
laurels
for
rice Munsel, Baccaloni.
concerts in all.
jacket After getting the body we're going to hear a lot about
(In each case I have mentioned his work as director of the New
Th s decided upturn in Commun aboa:d, they attempted to revive economy in government—indeed,
only some of the principal singers England Theatre Opera in Boston, ity Concerts interest should be a the man. all efforts failed Mean we'll hear about umpty thousand
as well as for his splendid work as
ln the casts.)
spur for the Knox County Associa while. Gamage still circled the area, times as much as we’ll see.” Bridge
I have a complete list of prices head of the Opera Department of tion when it opens its annual drive
ar.d soon sighted the body of Da port (Conn.) Post
the
New
England
Conservatory
of
and other detail and will be veryfor members. These concerts offer
glad to give any information de Music. He is an accomplished pi a tremendous cultural advantage
anist and a clever commentator.
sired.
and at a cost much lower than
•• • •
The young people in Biddeford and
it would be possible to hear the
A delightful letter comes from environs are in for an exciting ex artists in cities at individual tick
Elaine Swanhoim Clinton who now perience.
et cost.
• * O *
makes her home in Dallas. That
When I mentioned Felix Sal
Noting that Monique de la Brucity offers many musical attrac
mond's death in last week's column,
tions and Elaine (who is my niece chollerie, young French pianist, is I did not think to say that Mr. Sal
by marriage) was prompted to write to be presented in Bangor in a mond and his family occupied the
me after hearing the Loewenguth Community concert March 10 I George St. Clair house on Rankin
String Ensemble in concert. Quot have been following reviews of this street one Summer and made many
artist with keen interest. It seems
ing from her letter:
pleasant
neighborhood contacts
"We went to hear the Loewenguth that Miss de la Bnichollerie—or during their stay. Mr. Salmond was
String Ensemble last Thursday should we say "Mademoiselle?'’— a familiar figure on the golf course
night here in Dallas and enjoyed it is a pupil of Isidore Philipp (now of of the Rockland Country Club.
so much. I think this was their New York) and a graduate with
A • • «
flrst performance in Dallas. They highest honors of the Paris Conser
Geraldine Farrar observed her
played very well. The second vio vatoire. She has played among her 70th birthday Feb. 28. at her home
linist had only been with the group engagements ln this country with hi Ridgefield, Conn. Those who re
two weeks and was very young. I the Boston Symphony, both in Bos member her glamorous beauty in
understand he is the brother-in- ton and in New York, and won the the Maine Music Festival days can
law of Loewenguth. Apparently highest plaudits from the critics. hardly realize she has reached her
chamber music doesn't appeal to In OUn Downes’ review he said “three score and ten”—she always
many people these days, as the au “she was applauded and cheered seemed the type that would never
dience was few and far between.' and repeatedly called back to the age. And she probably hasn't in
In the greenhouse of the Gardner Museum, Nancy Bellows of Rox
"The hall was small—seating ap stage The audience could not have spirit and lively interest, Ior she bury looks admiringly at a giant amaryllis to be exhibited at the 81st
enough
of
her.
proximately four
hundred but
was definitely that type.
New England Spring Flower Show at Mechanics Building, Boston,
“The orchestra rose when Mr. Anwasn’t half filled. I don’t under
Miss Farrar says she is com Marrh 9 to 15.
stand that, as personally I'd much sermot (conductor of the Boston pletely without longing to relive
The long-awaited preview of . are taking shape with all the opu
rather concentrate on four musi Symphony in Munch's absence due her glamorous singing career. After )
"Springtime
in New England" opens lence and lushness of Spring.
cians than forty. Their first num to illness) brought her on his arm quitting opera, the singer devoted
The show committee is particu
Sunday,
March
9. at 1 p. m. in
to
acknowledge
her
welcome
and
ber was Beethoven's Quartet in G
nine years to concert work, and in
larly enthusiastic about the large
Mechanics
Building,
Boston.
A
major, and the remaining numbers all rejoiced in her success." Mr. 1931 closed the door on her musical
rustic bridge being constructed in
Albert Roussel's Quartet ln D ma Downes spoke of her youth, gall career. Since then she has been flower-covered hillside, complete Grand Hall to give all a superb op
with
a
gushing
stream
and
mossy
jor. and Schubert's Quartet In D antry and temperament, her mod living in an unpretentious home,
portunity to view the extensive
minor (Death and the Maiden'), esty and sincerity of bearing, and with ten acres of gardens, lawns glens, and city backyard gardens panorama of New England's pic
The first was the greatest in my of her playing the fine nuance of and woodlands, on the outskirts of
turesque landscape.
opinion, especially
the adagio lyrical passages, tone quality and Ridgefield, which is a community
An amazing collection of plants
movement, and I enjoyed Schu- articulation. It would seem it will of 4200 residents.
BUY THE TIRES
gathered in the deserts of Califor
be an event to hear this talented
She is active in many local activi
nia is on its way East. In green
YOU NEED NOW
young pianist.
ties—among them the Red Cross,
houses throughout the common
• • • •
•h, ’ .
.
Girl Scouts and garden club pro
wealth, potted plants, mats of
And Pay as Little as
! The campaign now on for the grams. For a time she headed an
grass and shrubs with great balls
of earth are being carefully
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS Portland Community Concerts organization to encourage talented
makes interesting reading for en young singers, but gave it up—“I
watered and shaded for the great
■ WNKIV
thusiasm in that city seems greater found that most of our promising
event.
ATTN DOWN PATMINT
than ever. It was timely that Rob proteges turned from music to mar
ert Shaw, with his Chorale, could ital careers, and today are raising
be in Portland at this time to add families instead of singing opera.” j
BITLER CAR A
ARTESIAN WELLS
♦ • * *
special color to the campaign, i
HOME SUPPLY
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
LEWIS
HERBERT ft SON
470 Main SL
Did you know that Lauritz Mel <GOOO*Vf.W
which he did do when he met with
There may be glory enough for
tS-81 RANKIN ST.,
Rockland, Me.
DRILLERS
SINCE 1812
chior.
the
famous
Danish
tenor
is
all of us in this world, but there |
the committees last Sunday after
TeL
677
booklamd
Islesboro
TeL Dark Hbr 74-1
hls concert.
Subscriptions have appearing in a vaudeville bill at,

SPRINGTIME IN NEW ENGLAND

■A

WE WILL BUY

MILLER’S
GARAGE

reached a mark over 1200 already, the Palace Theatre in New York?,
I

I

>

In Congress

STEAMBOAT YARNS

Gladys S

Forth-coming in local musical
events is the concert to be present
ed at the Universalist Church
March 26. Comity Circle is spon
soring the activity, which will ben
efit Jackie Hupper, and Dr John
Smith Lowe and Hugh Benner are
heading the committee in charge
While complete details have not
yet been worked out, these artists
have signified their willingness to
participate—Marion Lermond, so
prano of Warren, who will hat e as
her accompanist Bess Battey dow
dy of Thomaston: Keith Monag
han. trumpet soloist, of Tenant's
Harbor; Wiliam T. Smith, Jr. bar
itone, of Thomaston; Robert Laite.
tenor, of Camden; Miss Charmaine
Hurd, soprano, of Winslow and
Tenant's Harbor; Florence Rendell
Cross, soprano, of Augusta, who
will hate Alcada Hall Desjardins
as her accompanist; Alan Hynd.
pianist of Cushing; and these Rock
land musicians, Jane and Doris Fo
ley in vocal duets; Paul E. Snow,
tenor. Dorothy Lawry and Nathalie
Snow in organ and piano num
bers; Beulah Ames in musical
readings, and Carl Gray, tenor.
It is not amiss to mention In par
ticular Mrs. Cross who in previous
Rockland and Thomaston appear
ances has endeared herself to local
audiences by her fine voice and de
lightful personality And it is al
ways a joy to see Alcada, who still
seems to be one of us despite her
residence ln another city.
No tickets will be on sale, but a
silver collection will be taken, and
the hope is great that a sizable
fund will be realized for this most
worth cause. Remember the date.
March 26
*• • »
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will never be enough money to go
around.

48 MASONIC STREET
TELEPHONE 1106-M
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